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THE SWABIAN WAR OF 1499:
500 Years Since Switzerland's Last War of Independence

Albert Winkler

Exactly 500 years ago, the Swiss Confederation faced the final threat to its existence by the
Habsburg family, and the occurrence is noteworthy for several reasons. The Swabian War was the last
of a series of conflicts reaching back centuries in which the Swiss states had to ward off determined
invasions from an external foe.

Significantly, they did not have to do so again for nearly three

centuries when the French armies overran the Confederation in 1798.

The Swabian War also ended

the threat of Habsburg or Austrian domination which had been a serious menace for many
generations. The survival of the Swiss experience was thus assured meaning that the unique features
of the Confederation and its society would survive and eventually provide an example of democracy,
personal freedom, toleration, and cooperation that would gain the attention and admiration of much
of Western civilization.
The frequency of war and the violent tenor of life during of the late Middle Ages meant that
political independence and personal liberties had to be won and protected by the force of arms by a
society willing to organize and employ its resources for military action. The Swiss were an anomaly
in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries because most states at that time still relied on a professional
class of warriors or knights for protection, while the Confederation largely used free peasants to
guard their lands. The existence of large numbers of privileged commoners among the Swiss was a
clear contrast to the serfs which made up the bulk of the lower classes in the nearby lands of southern
Germany and the Tirol area of Austria. Tq~maintain their position, the German nobles had to deal
.,

constantly with problems of resistence from their unfree workers, while the Swiss had already
weakened the power of the titled land owners on their lands.
The resulting Swiss society was, in many respects, annoyingly egalitarian to the mores of
upper class persons from foreign lands. Balcus, a Milanese emissary, described Swiss society· around
the year 1500 near the time of the Swabian War. According to Balcus, whenever the Swiss disagreed
among themselves, they always used the arbitration of a neutral party to settle the matter, and the
people of the Confederation were not judged according to a written law code but according to
custom. He further noted that the Swiss were accustomed to robbing and plundering, but they were
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very generous in giving to the poor. Near destitute students were accustomed to begging or singing
for meals which, at times, were lavish affairs. When noblemen came to visit the Swiss as official
representatives, they were given large banquets where many poor people of the "despised" lower
classes were present as well as important men. It was imperative that the emissaries allow these
common people to come before them, and care had to be taken to be friendly to these low class
persons and to let them eat plentifully. If disdain was shown to the lower segments of society, this
would be a diplomatic blunder and eternal hate and enmity would follow. Clearly, the people took
much joy in their freedoms, and virtually everyone felt responsible for the laws of the land.
Obviously, Balcus found Swiss society surprisingly and annoyingly egalitarian. 1
Freedom in the Middle Ages generally meant privilege including the right to perform certain
social functions and to receive legal and financial benefits. Often, the most coveted prerogative of a
free man was the right to bear arms and to serve in the military because this directly took the function
of the defense of society from the hands of the knights and placed it with the peasants and citizens of
towns.
The most continuous threat to Swiss independence was the fear of Habsburg domination.
The Swiss wars of independence were fought largely in the fourteenth century, and, by 1499, the ten
states which comprised the Swiss Confederation at that point had gained their liberty at the expense of
the Habsburgs. 2 In the battles of Morgarten in 1315, Sempach in 1386, and Nafels in 1388, the Swiss
threw off the domination of the ruling house of Austria. They also demonstrated their ability to
maintain their independence throughout the turbulent fifteenth century when the Burgundian armies
under Charles the Bold were destroyed, and when Habsburg attempts to weaken or break apart the
Confederation were frustrated. And hatred of the house of Austria continued. In fact, anyone who
displayed the emblems of the Habsburg in Swiss lands did so at the peril of his life.
The Swiss military system had been the subject of a lengthy evolution by 1499. During the
fourteenth century, the Swiss largely wentto battle wielding halberds, which were axes on poles from
five to eight feet in length. The ax heads also had a spear point protruding from their top, and they
usually had a hook on the opposite side from the ax blade. These weapons were versatile because the
spear point was used for stabbing, the ax blade for slashing, and the hook to snag the armor of the
mounted knight, so he could be pulled from his horse. The Swiss frequently used a battle formation
called the Keil (wedge) which was a triangular in nature and used to attack enemy forces.
The wedge was recognized as inadequate in the face of changing military circumstances in
the fifteenth century. After suffering defeat at the hands of Italian knights attacking from horseback
at the battle of Arbedo in 1422, the Swiss began to reorganize their weaponry and military
1

"Urteil des Mailander Balcus fiber die Eidgenossen um 1500," as cited in Wilhelm Oechsli ed., Quel/enbuch zur
Schweizergeschichte (Zurich: Schulthess, 1893), pp. 470,-3. All translations were made by the author unless
otherwise disgnated.
2

By 1353 the Confederation included Uri, Schwyz, Unterwalden, Luzem, Zurich, Glarus, Zug, and Bern. Fribourg
and Solothurn joined in 1481.
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formations. By the Burgundian War of 1474-77, the Confederates had developed their mature
military system. At this point, the Swiss usually went to war in three square battle formations called

Hau/en (heap, mass). These groups were deployed in battle close enough to support each other but
were also capable of independent maneuvers. Rows of men on each side of the structure wielded
pikes which were spears roughly eighteen feet in length and were designed to thwart cavalry attacks.
In the center of the formation, the men carried halberds. When engaging infantry, the halberdiers

If the Hau/en was
surrounded by superior forces, it would stop and tum its weapons outward to meet attacks from all
directions. This formation was called Igel (hedgehog) and was the most formidable of any
deployment of Swiss forces because, once formed, it was never penetrated by enemy forces. 3 The
effectiveness of the Confederate military system was demonstrated in a spectacular fashion at the
battle of Murten in 1476. In a victory which gained the attention of all of Europe, the S~
annihilated an army of Charles the Bold of Burgundy. This meant that the formations and weaponry
of the Confederation would be copied in many lands, and infantries would eventually replace cavalry
as the most important segment of European armies.. According to the eminent German military
historian, Hans Delbrtick, the Swiss victory at Murten started a military revolution making it the
greatest turning point in military tactics since the battle of Marathon in 490 BC. 4
Men frequently served in the Swiss army with those of their local areas, and there was a strong
identification for the troops with their village, valley, or guild. Even in the largest battle formations,
men stood side-by-side with their friends, relatives, and co-workers. This clearly aided in comradery
because the soldiers wanted to perform well under the eyes of their closest associates. But such
proximity could lead to the loss of a large percentage of men from various communities. At the
battle of Calven in May of 1499 _for example, family members stood so close together that a single
cannon shot killed seven men including four brothers. 5
By the late fourteenth century, the office of Emperor of the Holy Roman Empire was
controlled by the Habsburg as demonstrated by the rule of Albert II 1438-9, Frederick III 1440-93,
and subsequently by Maximilian I 1493-1519. Despite the fact that most of this family's holdings
were centered around Vienna and the southeastern part of the Empire, the Austrian ruling house kept
designs on the rest of the German lands. The Habsbur~ _emperors clearly wanted to aggrandize their
position by the creation of a united Germany with them at its head, and the continuing menace of
rushed past the pikemen to engage the enemy using the shorter weapons.

3

For a detailed discussion of the Swiss military, see Carl von Bigger, Kriegswesen und Kriegskunst der
Schweizerischen Eidgenossen in XIV., XV. und XVI. Jahrhundert (Luzem: Militlirisches Verlagsbureau, 1873).
4

Hans Delbrilck, Geschichte der Kriegskunst im Rahmen der politischen Geschichte, 6 vols. (Berlin: Georg Stilke,
1923) 3: 619.

5

C. Jecklin and F. Jecklin, Der Anteil Graubandensam &hwabenkrieg (Davos: E. Richer, 1899), p. 72. For a
careful discussion of Swiss battle formations, see Johannes Hane, Milittirisches aus dem_alten Zurichkrieg: zur
Entwicklungsgeschichte der Jnfanterie (Zurich: Bopp, 1928).
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France from the west and the Turks from the southeast lent credence to the emperors' continuous
appeals for cooperation and unity.
In the 1480s Maximilian increasingly made his presence felt in Austrian politics. When his
father Frederick III, always considered a weak ruler, became increasingly debilitated with age,
Maximilian worked to expand Habsburg power.

Problems beset the family's holdings including

raids from the Turks, a feud with the Hungarian monarchy, and the fact that Bavaria was increasingly
hostile. Additionally, Sigismund Habsburg tried to take the Austrian Tirol from Frederick's control
in 1487.

Maximilian realized he must have an active, powerful army to resist such internal and

external threats. 6
Maximilian began to reorganize the Habsburg army in the mid 1480s. He recognized that
the Swiss infantry's organization and tactics could be copied by the peasantry of the Swabian areas of
southern Germany bordering and near the Confederation.

He believed that an army based on

mercenaries from the peasant classes could form an infantry that should be effective and was
potentially loyal to a central monarch which paid its wages. Clearly, the most valuable persons to
help organize the Swabian peasants were the Swiss themselves. An obscure knight, Konrad Gachuf
von Gesswil, was the most instrumental person in hiring mercenaries from the Confederation to teach
the Swabians the organization, tactics, and the wielding of weapons used by the Swiss. 7
Starting in 1486, when Gachufs Swiss began their instruction, the Swabian infantry began to
prove its abilities on the battlefields of Europe.

These mercenaries, called Landsknechte by

Maximilian, had a deep hatred for the Swiss, a hostility which stemmed from raids and petty
intermittent warfare between the two peoples which had occurred for many generations. 8
Swabian mercenaries, with

These

confidence acquired from their early successes, soon showed their

contempt for the Swiss and became anxious to test their abilities against their former teachers.

In

1488 Maximilian and Frederick III formed the Swabian League, consisting of nobles and cities of
southern Germany.

Relying on the alliance and using the Landsknechte as its chief military

contingent, Maximilian and his father quelled Bavaria's rebelliousness and defeated Sigismund to
retain the Tirol. 9
The existence of the powerful Swabian League on their borders made the Swiss suspicious of
its intended purposes. Even though the League was clearly directed at Bavaria and the Tirol, the
Confederates feared that Frederick would one day be tempted to use it against them. The nobility of
6Emil Durr, "Die Politik der Eidgenossen im XIV und XV Jahrhundert," &hweizer Kriegsgeschichte 4 (1933):
469-70.
7

Johannes IDlne, "Die Kriegsbereitschaft der alten Eidgenossen," &hweizer Kriegsgeschichte 3 (1915): 11-12 and
Emil Frey, Die Kriegstaten der Schweizer dem Volk erztihlt (Neuenburg: F. Bahn, 1904), p. 335.
8

Petterman Etterlin, Kronica von der loblichen Eidgnoschaft (Basel: Daniel Eckstein, 1752), p. 231. This item
was written in 1507.

9

Diirr, "Politi~" pp. 470-4.
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South Germany in the Swabian League did nothing to calm such fears because the lords were
contemptuous of the Confederation. As they watched their feudal rights threatened by the pressures
of a discontented peasantry prone to violence, these nobles became fearful that the existence of the
free and democratic Swiss on their borders was a serious social danger because their peasants sought
liberties similar to those enjoyed by the Confederates. As a result, the German nobles talked of
dividing up the Confederation, repressing Swm privileges, and establishing nobles over the people. 10
The Swiss, long protective of their hard-won rights, deeply resented any idea of having the
nobility established in their lands and losing their freedoms. 11 The agitation resulting from such tal~
and the mutual hatred between the Swiss and the Swabians, nearly led to war in October of 1488, but
before there was any clash of arms, angers cooled and war was averted. However, none of the issues
relating to this mutual distrust and fear had been resolved. 12
France long waged an unfriendly policy against the Empire, and it was in the French
monarchy's interest to prevent German unity. French strategy included remaining on friendly terms
with the Swm to assure the use of mercenaries from their lands and to influence the Confederation to
remain hostile to the Empire. The agents of the French king, Charles VIII, distributed money to
assure pro-French sentiments in the Confederation and propaganda intended to inflame Swiss
mistrust of the Habsburgs and the Empire. Charles further stirred Swiss feelings by employing
Confederate mercenaries from the areas bordering the Swabians, where antagonism remained high,
against the Landsknechte on operations in Flanders. 13
Long before his father's death on 19 August 1493, Maximilian sought reforms that would
unify and strengthen the Empire. Ascending the throne as Maximilian I, he took further steps to
implement his policies. He instituted the Common Penny (Gemeine Pfennig) or universal tax of the
Empire and strengthened the Imperial Supreme Court. He wanted the Common Penny paid by all
areas of Germany to support an army that would protect the realm from external threats and to assure
the loyalty of the various areas within the domain. Maximilian also wanted the Supreme Court to
handle all legal disputes within the Empire to guarantee justice and peace.
The new emperor explained his reforms at the Diet of Worms in 1495. He promised the
various lands of the realm a voice in the government upon the payment of the Common Penny, he
spoke of re-establishing the indefinable old boundaries of the F.mpire, and he fervently warned of the
dangers of disunity. u Despite his plea for cooperation, the members of the Diet showed little
1

°ChristopherHare,Maximillian the Dreamer: Holy Roman Emperor 1459-1519 (New York: Charles Scribner's

Sons, [1913)), p. 98.
11

Johann Lenz, Der Schwabenkrieg (Zurich: Orell, Fussli, 1849), p. 27. Written in 1500, Lenz is the most
complete and distinguished chronicle on the war.
12

Frey, Kriegstaten der Schweizer, p. 334.

1

1)firr, pp. 481-2.

14

lbid.
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enthusiasm for his policies, and the Swiss states believed the reforms did not apply to them. Most of
the Swiss states had not attended an Imperial Diet for decades, and only representatives from Bern
were present at Worms in 1495. The other members of the Confederation considered these reforms
as vain rhetoric. The Swiss states saw the Common Penny as unnecessary because they already had a
fine military system, and the Supreme Court was in direct conflict with their developing system of law
and courts called the Justice Awakening. The Swiss Confederation was developing towards its own
distinct national character and was sure to resent any attempt by the Empire to hamper or limit that
evolution. When Maximilian's representatives visited the Confederation to institute the Common
Penny, they were politely yet definitely turned away in most areas, and Zurich's city council even
refused to meet them. 15
When the reformed Supreme Court of the Empire passed judgments unfavorable to the Swiss
states, both the Confederation and Empire began to prepare for war. The court stated that Rottweil
and Schaffhausen had no legal claim to certain areas and ordered these territories delivered to the
Empire, but both towns, supported by the Confederation, refused to vacate the disputed lands and
ignored the decisions. Angered by Swiss defiance, Maximilian threatened war if the Swiss states
remained obstinate, but the Confederation would not be bullied and began to prepare for hostilities.
To make good his threat, Maximilian also began military preparations. Even though negotiations
continued, both sides were clearly disinterested in compromising. 16
While the Empire's preparations advanced slowly, the Swiss were soon on a war footing. As a
precaution the Swiss cities had begun, in 1490, to store a year's supply of grain and. in 1495, they
restricted grain exports leaving over the St. Gotthard Pass. 17 When war had threatened in 1488, the
members of the Confederation met to agree on cooperation in the case of hostilities, and. when
military action seemed likely before 1499, the Swiss simply recognized the agreements they had
already made. 18
As the Swiss Confederation and the German Empire moved closer to war, another dispute
became heated. This controversy involved the Austrian-controlled Tirol and Graubtinden (Grey
League) which was located in the mountains east of the Confederation. Graubtinden consisted of
three small leagues in and around Chur called the Rlitier that was similar in composition to the Swiss
Confederation. The freedom-loving Rlitiers formed the pact in 1424 to insure their independence
from the Habsburgs, but the continuous threat from the House of Austria made this autonomy

1

Toid., pp. 484-5 and Frey, p. 336.

1

6Frey, p. 336.

17

Hane, "Kriegsbereitschaft," pp. 20-22.

1

8HeinrichBrennwald, Schweizerchronik, 2 vols. (Basel: Basler Buch- und Antiquariatshandlung, 1910) 2: 339.
Written between 1508 and 1516, this is a valuable early source on the war.
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uncertain. 19 The Tirol was involved with the Grey League in a number of boundary disputes because
the borders of the two antagonists had never been clearly defined. In some of these disputed areas
both free farmers and peasants owing allegiance to the Bishop of Tirol lived side by side.
Graubttnden wanted these lands made free, while the regency of Tirol would hear nothing about
extended liberties and was willing to go to war rather than allow the contested areas the liberty to join
the Grey League. 20 Threatened by the power of Austria, the R.atiers joined the Swiss Confederation in
1497 in a treaty of mutual cooperation in the case of war. 21
Before the entire situation degenerated into war, the Swiss made a final attempt to negotiate
by sending emissaries to the Imperial Diet to ask to be free of the Common Penny and the Supreme
Court of the Empire. This was to no avail. While the representatives watched, the angry Bertold,
archbishop and Elector of Mainz, swore to establish lords over the Swiss and, brandishing a quill pen,
threatened to sign document~ placing the Confederation under the interdict. Not lacking in bravado,
one emissary stated.that weapons had been sent to conquer them which they could respect, but they
were not afraid of goose feathers. 22
Clearly, Maximilian's choice of the Swiss Confederation as a test case to show his ability to
enforce his reform programs was misdirected. The Swiss had long been virtually independent from
the power of the Habsburgs, and their autonomy from the German Empire had long been
accomplished. In his war against the Confederation, Maximilian appeared to be a foreign invader
rather than a monarch asserting his rights. The Swiss states possessed one of the most effective armies
in central Europe making any confrontation risky business indeed. Additionally, the Confederation
was economically weak, and that nation was considered among the poor areas of Europe. By 1499,
the most valuable Swiss export was mercenaries indicating that grown men in the Swiss states had a
better chance of supporting themselves by risking their lives abroad than by attempting to find
gainful employment at home.

The conquest of the Confederation, if successful, would bring

Maximilian little revenue and would probably strain his own pressed resources to dominate such a
rebellious people. The German Emperor would have done better to test his strength against a more
promising target, but Maximilian, as a Habsburg, probably wanted, at least in part, to redress old
insults to his family's honor.
Maximilian's forces faced contingents of the Swi~army all along the Rhine River during the
winter of 1498-9. The hatred and sense of rivalry between the two armies eventually led to armed
clashes. The first war-like moves were taken by the Swiss when they seized mountain passes in the
1

9Frey, p. 339.

2

°Fritz Rieter, "Der Schwabenkrieg vor 450 Jahren," Schweizer Monatshefte 29 (June 1949): 132.

21

Elgger, Kriegswesen, p. 398.

22

Brennwald, &hweizerchronik, 2: 344. See also Valerius Anshelrn, Die Bemer-Chronik, 6 vols. (Bern: K. J.
Wyss, 1886) 2: 112. Written between 1530 and 1536, this is one of the finest sources on the war standing next to
the work of Lenz.
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Alps and Juras, but, meeting no resistance, the war did not start with those actions. 23 Late in January
of 1499, Tirolese soldiers crossed the Rhine into Graubilnden. They were quickly confronted and
driven back across the river thus starting the war between Tirol and the Ratiers.
The Swiss Confederation was soon drawn into war as well. The troops on either side of the
Rhine, bored by occupying static positions in the cold winter months, amused themselves by shouting
insults back and forth. At Gutenberg, the Landsknechte mocked the Swiss by composing unchristian
songs that offended the pious Confederates. The final affront came when the German mercena~es
offended the Swiss' sexual preferences.

The Swabians displayed a cow and called to the

Confederates to come over and make love to the animal. The men then mooed like cows and calves.
Shortly, the Swiss leader from the state of Uri, Heini Wolleb, took a group of men across the river and
burned a house and stall. At this point, the war began in earnest. 24
When hostilities began, the opposing forces soon lined up.

Maximilian appealed to the

Empire for aid, but the Tirol and the Swabian League contributed the most support

The Swiss

Confederation and Graubilnden fought as allies, and Louis XII of France promised funds and
cannon. The artillery was delayed and never reached the Confederation in time to be employed in
battle, but the money arrived in time and clearly aided the war effort. 25
The Swabian War was poorly planned by each antagonist, and overall strategy consisted
largely of border raids which involved the destruction of villages and the seizing of booty. Only a
handful of major engagements took place which never involved the entire armies of either side. One
historian described the senseless and destructive nature of the conflict as war for war's sake. 26
The Empire had to wait many weeks to gather enough troops to take definite action_. These
armies manned positions of strength usually within castles or fortified towns from which the soldiers
could resist Swiss raids and stage their own. Heinrich von Furstenberg led the Empire's forces aided
by his two brothers, Wolfgang and Ulrich. 27 In April, Maximilian himself came to South Germany to
give the war more definite direction, and he decided to operate against Graubilnden before facing the
entire Confederation.
Maximilian faced many problems in waging the war. He had insufficient funds to pay his
troops, and the contingents of his army, from various parts of the Empire, constantly squabbled over
petty matters, making a unified war effort difficult.

Maximilian tried to solve these problems by

2

3K. Kliipfel, ed. Urkunden zur Geschichte des &hwtibischen Bundes (1488-1533) (Stuttgart: Bibliothek
Literarischen Vereins in Stuttgart, 1846) 14: 281.
2

~rey, pp. 341-2.

2

srueter, "Der Schwabenkrieg," 134.

6Hans Rudolf Kurz, Schweizerschlachten (Bern: Francke, 1962), p.

2

141.

27

Albert Buchi, ed. Aktenstacke zur Geschichte des &hwabenkrieges nebst einer Freiburger Chronik aber die
Ereignisse von 1499, 20 vols. (Basel: Basler Buch- und Antiquariatshandlung, 1901), pp. 166-7. This is a
collection of over 700 letters from 1499.
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personally overseeing military preparations.
worked well into the night.

11

He arose before anyone else in the mornings and

He spoke almost exclusively of the war and continually worked on

finances and wrote letters, but he was unable to bring the proper resources to bear in the war effort to
assure victory. 28
The overall strategy of the Empire and the Confederation had much in common. The S~
also garrisoned various castles, fortified towns, and churches to deter enemy atta~ks and to use as
staging areas for raids of their own. Few funds were available to pay Swiss troops, but numerous
successful raids provided enough plunder to satisfy many of the soldiers. However, major invasions
of enemy territory were impractical because about two-thirds of the Swiss border faced the Empire,
and many troops were required to watch these areas. 29 Additionally, the Swiss Confederation did not
enjoy political solidarity, and it went to war with little enthusiasm from some states.

Basel was

friendly to the Confederation but provided no help beyond feeding groups of Swiss soldiers on
several occasions. 30 The largest detriment to a unified war effort was Bern's indifference because it
went to war reluctantly. Bern was the most powerful Swiss state militarily, and its lack of enthusiasm
placed the entire war effort at a disadvantage. When Bern's troops marched out of the city on 12
February, the people lining the streets made fun of the fact so few men followed the town's banners. 31
Despite Bern's initial reluctance to fully support the war effort, the number of Swiss men in
service at times during the war was impressive. Bernardin de Vegiis wrote to the duke of Milan on 19
April 1499 and estimated that the Swiss and their allies had 34,400 men under arms at that point. 32
Modern scholarship has indicated that the Confederation and its close associates probably had about
70,000 adult men within their populations at this time meaning that the estimate of Vegiis was
reasonable even though its accuracy cannot be precisely verified. 33 The employment of such a large
percentage of available manpower within two months of the start of hostilities gives an indication of
how rapidly the Swiss could mobilize to meet any external threat.
While the nature of military training for adults among the Swiss is obscure, their effectiveness
in battle clearly indicates they were given some instruction. But martial training among the youth is
much better documented. During the war, the young boys of Wil were seen practicing in the town.
These children spent most of the day in the alleys and streets with their little flags and sticks as if they
wanted to fight the Swabians. The anonymous chronicler of Wil looked upon these activities with a
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certain amount of affection and said it was "very nice" (wol schyn) to see them playing in that
manner. 34 Another contemporary writer, Jakob Wimpheling, reported that the sons of the Swiss only
concerned themselves with war. "Hardly could these [Swiss] boys walk before they started wearing
combat feathers and began beating their drums heavily day and night. They carried daggers above
their left knee, learned to walk around proudly, dressed themselves splendidly, and with their
appearance divulged a wild disposition." 35 The enthusiasm for the military was so strong among the
youth that, at times, they attempted to join on miliary campaigns when they were too young to do so.
Those sent home were probably little more than boys because the common age of military service
was 16, and, during hard times, teenagers only 14 years old could be placed under arms.36
Clearly, the Swiss could be too eager to become involved in military operations. Using the
war as an excuse to raid and plunder, men often became involved in the war without official sanction.
These groups were collectively known as "independent troops" (Freiharste). During the war, three
thousand men from Luzern and Zurich united to raid across the Rhine River into Germany. They
had no official sanction to do so but were recalled before they could do much damage. 37 In July of
1499, forces from Solothurn were operating near Basel and were followed by a group of men without
orders to do so. The leaders were able to convince these independent troops to return. 38
The Swiss enjoyed a number of other advantages that helped assure victory. The states had
long used an efficient militia (l.Andsturm) system which meant that many armed men could take the
field rapidly. The Swiss could win the war simply by resisting enemy attacks, and they also enjoyed
interior lines of communication making the deployment of troops much easier. The Confederation
also employed numerous scouts who moved rapidly by horseback gathering and delivering
information. 39 The determination of the Swiss was also most impressive at times and gained praise
even from their enemies.
A young mercenary knight, Gotzens von Berlichingen, later immortalized in a play by
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, accompanied a raiding party in a night attack on Taingen (modern
Thayngen) east of Schaffhausen and described an encounter with some determined Swiss there. The
members of the community were coming out of their church, apparently uninformed of the presence
of the German mercenaries. The knights called upon the surprised local residents to surrender, but
the Confederates answered they would rather die like good Swiss than give up. A skirmish ensued,
34
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and the outnumbered Swiss ran into the church tower which was soon set on fire by the knights who
exploded power behind it. The only known survivor of the tower was a small boy who toddled away
from the arms of a man who had jumped from the burning building, killing himself but saving the
child. The mercenaries waited in vain for the other Swiss to come out. Berlichingen assumed that the
Swiss allowed themselves to be burned alive rather than come out to surrender. 40
Another example of Swiss determination and discipline occurred in the winter of 1499 in the
early weeks of the war when a group of Swiss were fording the Rhine. While the men were still in the
river, some German knights were spotted on the far shore a short distance away. Suspecting a trap by
a large force, the Swiss leader ordered his men to stop and await the possible arrival of the enemy
force. The men stood in good order for two hours in freezing water around the knees of some and
the shoulders of others, until they were sure no large body of enemy appeared. Some of the S~
died from exposure, and others suffered frozen feet and hands, but none of them left the battle
order. 41
The war was confined to the border areas of the Confederation and the Empire where almost
constant raids and expeditions took place. Many valleys along the Rhine River were attacked several
times, and these raids nearly devastated those areas on either side of the borders, burned villages and
starving people being common. Some locations suffered fighting night and day, and many people
were forced to flee and became refugees. 42 The actual campaigning of the war lasted only six
months, but one historian estimated that two hundred villages were burned and twenty thousand
people were killed. However, there is no way to verify of such guesses. 43
The war caused many problems with starvation, dislocations, the plague, and wolves. The
Black Death was a menace whenever bodies were left to the vermin. The plague was still a muchfeared scourge at this time, and it took a toll of many unfortunate victims. 44 Wolves were also a
problem when the war's dead went unburied which was often the case. These corpses were frequently
devoured by birds and rats, but wolves often so gorged themselves on human flesh that they
developed a taste for it. Reports stated that these animals wandered far and wide attacking adults and
small children. To control the situation in the Empire, orders were given that all wolves be killed on
sight. 45
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While the war was very brutal, the Swiss at times showed at least some generosity and mercy.
The German village of Guttendingen was probably spared from devastation in an act of kindness.
According to the anonymous chronicle of Fribourg, the Swiss were laying waste to an entire area
when a plea reached them from poor women, widows, and orphans to spare the town. Consequently,
it was not bumed. 46

On another occasion, a Swiss contingent on a raid came to the town of

Torenbtiren and demanded 2,200 gulden as a ransom for 160 prisoners who had recently been taken.

If they were not promptly paid, the Confederates threatened to bum the forest at Bregenz. The S~
received the money but were so moved by the plight of the poor people in the area that they returned
to them 800 gulden. 47
At times, in great need of troops to defend the land, the Swiss used women and boys as
combatants. In one encounter on 30 May, a German raiding party came upon a Swiss contingent.
Expecting their normally aggressive adversaries to attack, the German mercenaries awaited an
onslaught which never occurred. The knights soon maneuvered and advanced on the Swiss from
high ground. The Confederates lost the resulting engagement, and many of them were captured.
The Germans were surprised to find among the Swiss, who were starving, many women and youths
dressed as men. In desperation, the Swiss had used a ruse which failed. 48
Young women were often allowed to pass freely between the armies.

These " girls"

(Mlidchen) kept a channel of communications open between the antagonists and carried letters

negotiating the terms of release for prisoners. In July of 1499, a letter for Maximilian was brought to
Constance by an immature Swiss girl. Wilibald Pirckheimer, the German humanist, was present to
witness the scene when the Emperor's men tried to intimidate the child into giving information on the
Swiss army facing the city as she awaited a reply.
One man asked the girl what the Swiss were doing. She answered, "Don't you see they are
awaiting your attack?" Then she was asked how many men they had. To which she replied, "Just
enough to repel your advance."

She also said that the men in Constance could have counted the

Swiss in a recent battle before the city gates if flight had not blinded their eyes. She was then asked
whether the Swiss had enough to eat, to which she simply responded, "How are they able to live if
they do not eat or drink?" One of the men then tried to frighten the girl by threatening to decapitate
her. When the girl saw this, she said, "Truly you are a hero that you threaten a young girl with death.
When you have such a great desire to draw a sword, why don't you throw yourself on the enemy
positions? There you will meet a man who will answer your courage. But it is easier to confront an
unarmed and innocent girl than put yourself before an armed enemy who knows how to conduct
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himself not with words but with deeds .., Pirckheimer said he was delighted with girl's answers as well
as her courage and frankness. 49
Many advances were made in the cannon during and just preceding the Swabian War, making
that conflict a turning point in the history of artillery.

Maximilian took the first steps towards a

unified caliber and barrel length during the war. In 1498 burning shells that could not be put out
with water were used, and explosive shells also found early use in the war. 50 These improvements
helped advance the art of war because explosive shells more rapidly reduced fortifications and did
greater damage to formations of infantry.

Burning shells assured that towns and fortresses could

more easily be set aflame, thus reducing siege time. Better artillery tactics were also being employed.
Numerous cannon were often aimed at one spot which increased their effectiveness, and firing in a
barrage created a solid wall of fire. Artillery was able to shoot with increasing accuracy and ever
increasing distances. Due to longer barrel lengths and improved powders, distance shots became less
erratic. At one point during the war, a cannon was fired from the fortress of Constance apparently at
a group of three Swiss children playing over one mile away. The shot was right on its mark, but it
passed between the three children without hurting any of them. 51
When artillery pieces were properly aimed, they could shoot considerable distances night and
day. Many cannon were deployed around Constance, some of which are believed to have shot as far
as three and a half miles. 52 To achieve such distances, the cannon probably had a high trajectory,
shooting much like mortars. Cannon had become so critical at times that the success or failure of
military operations often depended on the skillful or poor use of artillery. The major drawbacks to
the weapon was its slow rate of fire and the difficulty of deploying it.
circumstances, some large pieces could fire only four times an hour.

Even under ideal

53

Much of the ferocity of the war came from the great bitterness between the combatants. On
the borders of Graubtinden, peasants on both sides clashed nearly every day to bum and kill. The
Tirolese nearly despaired because of the great destruction and feared that the judgment of God was
upon them. 54
Wilibald Pirckheimer campaigned with imperal forces in Graubtinden in June and wrote one
of the most disturbing descriptions of the devastation of the war:
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In a large mountain valley whose villages were burnt and deserted, we met two old
women driving about forty little boys and girls like a flock of sheep. All were starved to the
most extreme emaciation and, except that they moved, not unlike corpses, so that it was
horrible to see. I asked the old women where they were leading their miserable herd. Hardly
had they replied, when we came to a meadow. They turned in and falling on their knees
began to eat grass like cattle, except that they picked it first with their hands instead of biting
it from the roots. They had already learned the varieties of the herbage, and knew what was
bitter or insipid, what sweeter or more pleasant to the taste. I was horrified at so dreadful a
sight, and stood for a long time like one who cannot trust his senses.
Then the woman asked: 'Do you see why this wretched crowd is led here?

Well

would it have been if none of them had been born ... their fathers have fallen by the sword,
their mothers have died of starvation, their property has been carried off as booty. their
houses burnt; we two wretches, tottering with age, are left to lead this miserable herd like
beasts to pasture, and so far as we can, keep them alive on grass. We hope that a short time
will relieve them and us from our miseries. They were twice as many. but in a brief time they
were reduced to this number, since daily some die of want and hunger, far happier in a quick
death than in longer life.'
When I had seen and heard these things I could not restrain my tears, pitying pitiable human
lot, and detesting, as every true man ought, the fury of war. 55
Even under trying circumstances, many Swiss maintained a belief that God was with them.
On one occasion, a raiding party of Germans burned a church in a Swiss town. The building was
entirely destroyed, but the Holy Eucharist remained completely untouched and unharmed.
took this as a good omen which helped the Swiss take courage in difficult times.

Many

56

While most of the engagements in the Swabian War took the form of raids, there were four
major engagements as well which were highly influential in deciding the conflict in favor of the
Swiss. These battles were Schwaderloh (f riboltingen), Franstanz, Calven, and Dornach.
By early April, Maximilian had assembled an impressive army around Constance, coming
primarily from Swabia, Austria, and Bavaria. Many of these men had assembled in retaliation for
recent raids by the Swiss.most notably a campaign in the Hegau valley east of Schaffhausen. In the
last days of March, the Confederates ravaged the Hegau burning the castles of Allisberg, Ranndeck,
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Roseneck, Frydingen, Stutzlingen, Hamburg, Stouffenn, and Rietheim and destroying their nearby
villages. 57
Facing the German forces at Constance was a series of garrisons protecting the Thurgau
valley which were manned mostly by men from the area, but they also included detachments from
other Swiss areas. The village of Ermatingen was garrisoned by four hundred men from Bern and
Fribourg. These forces engaged in skirmishes almost daily with detachments from Constance, and
the village of Ow was subject to frequent bombardment from the cannon positioned in the city. To
return fire, two large cannon were sent from Luzern early in April.

This threat of artillery in

Ermatingen prompted Wolfgang von Ftirstenberg to lead a major attack on the village to capture the
two weapons. 58
Early in the morning of 11 April, Ftirstenberg moved his men by boat on the Rhine River and
overland to strike the Swiss garrison when it started to awaken. The leader of the Bernese, Hans
Kuttler, and the commander of the men from Fribourg, Jacky Henni, were close friends and were up
talking early in the morning before the rest of the men had risen. An alarm sounded, and the two
leaders went to see what was happening to find the Swabians attacking the village from the rear. The
Swiss tried to organize some resistance, but the enemy advance was too quick and heavy for the Swiss
to get into formation. Some were cut down trying to dress or grab their weapons, and the master of
the cannon (Biichsenmeister), Rtidolf Hass, from Luzern was stabbed to death.

Some of the men

from Ermatingen rushed to help the garrison, but the Swabians began shouting, "Flee, all is lost, alas
dear Confederates!" At that moment, the Swiss ran away leaving seventy-three dead, most of whom
were killed while still in bed.
The Swabians took Ermatingen, Triboltingen, and Mannenbach. Flushed with success a
German leader, Burckhart von Randeck, a noted Swiss-hater, called for the destruction of the Swiss
villages and swore to destroy many enemy areas that day. The Swabians fell out for plunder, and the
men from the Hegau began to take their revenge. In Ermatingen some people fled to a church for
refuge, but the building was burned and thirty-seven people were killed in it. Many others, including
women and children, were killed and the possessions of even small children and sick people were
taken. Women, children, and the elderly were abused in various was, and women and young girls
were raped. The three villages were held for three hours ·before their destruction was complete. On
leaving, the Swabians filled the houses with straw and set them on fire.
Germans began to trek back to Constance.

Loaded with plunder, the

The Swiss fled until they felt safe and then reorganized themselves into good order. For the
two leaders, the defeat was hard to bear. In their shame and misery, they cried they had lost their
manliness. Eager to avenge themselves, they called for the militia to be assembled. Bells rang and
57
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fires were lit as signa1s for the men to assemble at the church in Schwaderloh. The militia arrived and
the situation was explained to them in emotional speeches in which the men were warned that they
were in danger of losing face for all time. With the contingents from Bern and Fribourg, the total
forces numbered about fifteen hundred. They were all placed into good order under the command
of Kuttler and Henni and then marched through a forest on the way to Ermatingen.

The S~

remained in formation despite the thick trees when they received word that their enemies were
withdrawing with their booty.

Their leaders decided to attack immediately.

The Swiss knelt in

prayer, arose, and advanced from the forest to meet the Swabians near Triboltingen.
The Swabians left two cannon to protect their rear when they retreated, but these artillery
pieces were poorly aimed. When the Swiss came out of the forest, the weapons shot too high. The
cannon were soon taken, but their smoke momentarily obscured the field. Neither force could see
the other as the Swiss continued their advance past the cannon to fall upon the Germans.

The

Swabian infantry was in two groups and were only interested in escape. The Swiss shouted their battle
cry, a Swabian flag carrier broke in flight, and the rest of the infantry followed offering no resistance.
Only the knights turned to meet the attacking Swiss, but the cavalry's stand was unsuccessful. It soon
joined the flight. The Bernese and men from Fribourg began to take their revenge for the morning's
skirmish.
At this juncture, on source said that the action became too confusing to record accurately.
The Swabians dropped their plunder, weapons, and flags and fled overland and to their boats. The
vessels soon became so full that they sank, drowning many men. Others also died in the Rhine trying
to swim over the river, and many fled all that day and the next night. The Swiss pursued, killing any
German their could overtake, and. hunting down and dispatching those they found hiding in the
forests.3}
The Swiss reported thirteen hundred Swabian dead on the field and eighty more bodies fished
out of the Rhine. The Swiss admitted to a loss of twenty men in the battle, including one old man. 60
Soon after the engagement, priests and women, many of them wives of the missing, came to look
among the dead for their loved ones. The captured enemy leaders were treated well, and those not
held for ransom were soon sent to Constance after a prisoner exchange had been arranged. Some of
the Swabian dead were buried in the field where they had fallen, but most of them were left to rot
where they lay to be devoured by birds and wild animals. 61
The remarkable feature of this battle was that the members of the militia had no idea they
would participate in a major engagement when they awoke that morning. They started the day as
they would any other, but within hours they had formed themselves into an army complete with
s9auchi, p. 587.
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weapons, armor, leaders, and battle formations capable of immediate and effective campaigning. It
was no wonder that it was virtually impossible to invade Swiss territories at this time because an
effective military organization was always on hand on a moment's notice.
The next major engagement, the battle of Frastanz, was the result of the Swiss and the men of
Graubtinden trying to remove an important base of operations from the men of Tirol. The Austrians
had constructed fortifications across a mountain pass near Frastanz just north of modern
Liechtenstein. From behind these walls of wood and stone, the Habsburg forces launched raiding
expeditions into areas controlled by the Swiss and their close allies, the Graubtindeners.

When the

allied army was unable to draw the Tirolese from their defenses, it was decided that their positions
would have to be stormed.
The most influential leader among the Swiss who were involved in the operation was Heini
Wolleb, leader of the small contingent of fifty men from Uri. Under his urging, it was decided that
the enemy position could best be taken by attacks from the front and flank. But the attack on the
side could only be launched by a force that had to climb a nearby mountain called the Royaberg.
Wolleb led the column of roughly two thousand men who ascended the steep slopes, while Ulrich von
Hohensax commanded the larger body of men who attacked the Austrian positions from the front.
Early on the morning of 20 April, Wolleb led his men on the ascent of the Royaberg. The
incline was steep, but Wolleb, always the disciplinarian, was able to keep his men in such a compact
order that there was concern that the men would inadvertently wound one another with their weapons.
On top of the mountain, Wolleb's column met several hundred men wielding medieval muskets called
harquebuses.

When it became obvious that these opponents were going to release a volley, Wolleb

ordered his men to fall to the ground, and the shots boomed harmlessly overhead.

Before the

Tirolese could reload, they were chased down the mountain.
The leader from Uri and his contingent followed the fleeing Austrians down the slope in an
attempt to fall upon the left flank of the imperial forces.

At the same time, the column under

Hohensax advanced against the position of the Tirolese. It is unclear just where these attacking Swiss
first engaged their adversaries, and the two groups may well have united before the final advance.
But Wolleb and his forces clearly led the attack. Once again, these men faced the harquebuses of the
Austrians, and once again Wolleb ordered his troops to fall to the ground to avoid taking the full
force of enemy fire. After two volleys, Wolleb led the advance, and the rout of the Austrians was
almost instantaneous. Among the few Swiss fatalities was Wolleb himself who fell fatally wounded
after he was shot through the neck. 62
With the penetration of the Austrian positions and the flight of the infantry, the battle was still
undecided. A large force of cavalry was at hand which conceivably could have reversed the trend of
the battle had it attacked when the Swiss broke ranks after crossing the Tirolese defenses. One knight
62
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attempted to fall upon the Swiss, but the remainder refused to follow him. The cavalry soon left the
scene without striking a blow. The battle ended with the Swiss killing as many Austrians as possible
as they attempted to flee. 63
The loss of Wolleb, a brilliant tactical innovator, proved to be a grave blow to the Swiss war
effort because he was not available to argue for his practice of ordering his men to fall down in the
face of enemy fire. He had shown that such maneuvers were very successful, since a man either
prone on the ground or on all fours made a much smaller target. Possibly, the heavy casualties the
Swiss received in the battles of Calven next month and at Marignano and Brescia early in the next
century could have been avoided if Wolleb•s tactical alterations had been in use.
The best sources available indicated that the battles of Schwerloh and Frastanz were won at a
very low cost in casualties. Neither battle had claimed more than a score of Swiss fatalities, while the
losses by their enemies could be counted in the hundreds. The Confederates were less fortunate at
Calven where they suffered heavy casualties.
The problems facing the Swiss at Calven were virtually identical to those at Frastanz. The
Austrians had fortified a narrow mountain valley from which they staged a series of raids into areas
controlled by Graubtinden. When it became clear that the men of the .Grey League had insufficient
strength to stop these forays, they called upon the Confederation for help, and a large army soon
arrived to help them. The most reliable sources reported that these combined forces numbered over
eight thousand troops. 64
The plan of attack was also similar to that used at Frastanz. A large force was to climb over
the steep valley walls to attack the enemy from the rear. If successful, these troops could take enough
men from the defenses to allow these positions to be easily stormed. The battle plan was sound, but
faulty execution would cost the Swiss and their allies dearly. The flanking column was composed of
between 2,000 and 3,000 men under the combined leadership of Wilhem von Ringk and Niclaus von
Lumbrins. Starting shortly after midnight on 22 May, these columns began an ascent of thirty-six
hundred feet and a march of roughly ten miles to bring them in a position at the enemy's rear at
dawn. The feat was performed on time, and a building was set on fire to signal the rest of the army
that it was time to attack.
The Austrians were not caught entirely off guard because they had stood watch at their
positions night and day for the past three days. But the appearance of a large force at their rear
surprised many of them, and the first group sent to meet the Swiss flanking column was easily routed.
However, the imperial arm~ sent sufficient men to hold the Marengbrucke (Mareng bridge) over
which the Swiss had to advance to strike the Austrian positions from the rear. Despite the repeated
6
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attacks that lasted for five hours, the Swiss were unable to break through. They lost both Ringk and
Lumbrins and suffered hundreds of other casualties, all to no avail.
While the position of the flanking column became precarious, the main body of the Swiss and
their allies had delayed its advance. The leader from Schwyz, Dietrich Freuler, convinced the other
leaders, Benedikt Fontana and Hartwig Capauls, that it was wise to delay the attack in the hope that the
Austrian fortifications would be abandoned due to the pressure of the flanking column.

It was

midday before the main army was divided into three battle formations and advanced on the Austrian
positions.
From the start, the Swiss and men of Graubtinden suffered heavily from enemy fire. Artillery
and harquebuses both took a large toll as the Confederates attempted to storm the Austrian positions.
Despite the numerous casualties, several assaults were thrown against the imperial position until a final
attack, in which Benedikt Fontana was killed, was successful. The enemy positions were stormed, and
the Austrians fled. 65 This rout also decided the engagement at the Mareng bridge because the
Tirolese there ran for their lives as well.
Eager for revenge for their heavy casualties, the Swiss and men of Graubtinden ruthlessly
killed any of the enemy who fell into their hands. When the battle ended, it was reported that the
Swiss and their allies had suffered 2,000 dead, and the Austrians had lost 4,000 men. 66 Once again,
many of the imperial losses could be blamed on the cavalry which stood idly by while the infantry
was defeated. The costly outcome of the battle was insufficient to appease some of the Swiss, and
men from Graubtinden. They decided to take out their wrath on the local populace as well because
the area was under imperial control, and many believed that the people had aided the Austrians in
their war effort. Seven villages were burned to the ground, and all the men over the age of twelve
were killed. The entire area was plundered as well. 67
Calven was the most costly battle in Swiss history to that point. It clearly showed the folly of
frontal attacks against artillery and harquebuses. But these lessons were soon forgotten, and the Swiss
participation in the Italian wars in the years to come would show how misspent courage could lead to
disaster. Calven was an object lesson which the Swiss failed to learn with tragic consequences. 68
Maximilian had suffered a number of reversals during the winter and spring of 1499, but he
was hopeful that a successful invasion could be moun·ted in the summer that would bring the
Confederation and Graubtinden to favorable terms. Above all, Maximilian knew that he must strike
6

5Dietrich Freuler did not do his duty as a leader but fled the scene in the confusion of battle. See Lenz, p. 117.

6

6Lenz, p. 123.

67

Brennwald, 2: 422.

6

8For sources on the battle of Calven, see Jecklin, which is largely a compilation of sources on the battle; Lenz, pp.

121-3; Brennwald, 2: 420-2; Pirckheimer, pp. 96-7; and "Hauptman und RAte von Cur im Felde an Cur," 22 may
1499 and "Landeshauptmann und Rate an der Etsch an Statthalter und Regenten zu Innsbruck," 23 May 1499 as
cited in Biichi, pp. 222-3 and 234-5 respectively.
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at once because even his strenuous efforts had provided insufficient funds to continue the war much
longer.

Only a successful and rapid campaign could supply enough booty to pay his troops.

Maximilian planned to keep the Swiss attention focused on Constance by staging an elaborate
diversion that appeared to be a major attack. While the Confederates continued to garrison positions
near that city, a large army under the command of Heinrich von Ftirstenberg would invade Swiss
territories from the Sundgau which was an area of Alsace.
The plan seemed to be sound, but it suffered from several weaknesses. The attack from the
Sundgau necessitated placing Basel at the rear of the army. While this city had declared its neutrality,
it certainly had Swiss sentiments and was unreliable. The castle of Dorneck guarded the avenue of
attack up the Birs valley and laying siege to this fortress would give the Swiss time to appraise the
situation and take some definite action before the Confederation could be deeply penetrated.

But

most serious problem with this invasion was that it threatened Bern. Throughout the war, the Bernese
state had been a lackluster ally. It feared Habsburg power little because it shared no border with
imperial holdings, and it saw the Empire as a potential ally against the power of France which did
threaten its borders. When Ftirstenberg's army approached, the city was shaken into more decisive
action and sent large contingents to meet the threat.
In May and June Ftirstenberg assembled his army. It numbered between 10,000 and 15,000
men, but these troops varied much in quality. Many were simple conscripts who had little interest in
the campaign or its outcome. Others were the superb La,ndsknechte from the Gelderland who were
very able mercenaries. The cavalry consisted of eleven hundred of the feared and respected Welsch
Guard from Burgundy.

However, due to lack of pay, these knights were poorly motivated and

proved to be largely ineffective in battle because its members were more interested in booty than in
the war effort.
On the morning of 22 July, the first elements of Ftirstenberg's army reached Dorneck. These
units were the artillerymen who prepared to pound the castle into submission. As the rest of the army
arrived, the men began to celebrate because 22 July was St. Mary Magdalene's Day. Dorneck had
been purchased by Solothurn in 1490, and that city was very concerned about the possibilty of an
attack on the castle, but the garrison there comprised only twenty men.

However, Solothurn kept

writing to other members of the Confederation and finally convinced them that an attack from the
Sundgau was much more likely than an operation from the city of Constance. 69 When the imperial
army arrived, the Swiss had been gathering their forces for two days at the nearby village of Gem pen.
The army under Ftitstenberg's command did not realize that the Swiss were nearby, so few
precautions were taken. From the Schartenfluh hill near Gempen, the mayor of Solothurn, Niklaus
Conrad, observed the enemy frolicking near the villages of Arlesheim and Dornach. He was

69

See Eugen Tatarinoff, Die Beteiligung Solothurn am Schwabenkriege bis zur Schlacht bei Dornach 22 Juli 1499
(Solothurn: A. Luthy, 1899) for reproductions of the correspondence regarding the castle ofDorneck, Solothurn's
preparations for defense, and the battle of Domach.
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By early

afternoon, the confederate army near Gempen numbered 5,000 men including 3,000 Bernese who
had arrived only hours before.

Contingents from Luzern and Zug were still expected, but the

opportunity for surprise was too tempting and an immediate attack was the consensus of the leaders.
The advance was to be led by a small formation comprised largely of men from Solothurn
under the command of Conrad. This Hau/en was to march directly on the cannon that had been
placed to ward off a surprise attack if the Swiss decided to launch one. These men were then to do as
much damage as possible until the main body of forces arrived to win the battle. Initially, everything
went as planned. The cannon were taken before heavy damage could be inflicted on the attacking
column, and nearly the entire army panicked. The men of Solothurn were most fortunate that they
killed Fiirstenberg in their initial attack thus depriving their opponents of their leader early in the
contest.
At his point, however, the Swiss battle plan began to fall apart. The arrival of the main body
of troops, the Gewalthaufen was delayed by heavy underbrush, and the imperial army was rallying to
place the forces from Solothurn in grave danger. The timely arrival of the main force of the army
saved Conrad and his men from certain annihilation, but the battle was far from over.

The

Landsknechte from the Gelderland were then on hand in a square formation identical to that of the
Swiss. Wielding similar weapons and employing identical tactics of the adversaries, the mercenaries
were able to fight the Swiss to a standstill.
For hours the two armies faced each other in an equal contest. Time after time, attacks were
launched by the two forces that dented but never penetrated the opposing ranks. A rise in the center
of the heavily contested battlefield has subsequently been known as "Blood Hill." 70

As dusk

approached, it became probable that night would fall with no victory achieved by either side. \\·ith
the strength of the Landsknechte unbroken, the main Swiss hope of achieving victory was the arrival
of the men from Luzern and Zug. At dusk, these contingents numbering one thousand men arrived
and joined with their allies for one final attack.

The last advance proved to be successful as the

mercenaries broke ranks and fled. Effective pursuit was nearly impossible because of the darkness
and the exhausted state of the Swiss troops.

After chasing their adversaries to the Birs creek, the

fatigued Swiss laid down where they were and slept. 71

7

°Rieter, p. 148.

71

For sources on the battle, see "Schlachtbulletin," 22 July 1499 and "Schlachtbulletin von Solothurn von Bern an
Freiburg geschickt," 23 July 1499 as cited in Tartarinoff, Solothurn ... [im] Schwabenkrieg, pp. 132-3 and 133-4
respectively, Lenz, pp. 152-4; Brennwald, 2: 451-2; Anshelm, 2: 224-9; Etterlin, p. 250; and "Hauptleute etc., der
Stadt Bern im Feld an Bern," 22 July 1499 and "Hauptleute etc., der Stadt Bern im Feld an Bern," 24 July 1499 as
cited in Biichi, pp. 380-2 and 389-92 respectively.
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The overall casualties for the battle gave small indication of how closely the fight was
contested. Perhaps the most reliable report on the loss~ in the battle indicated that 500 Swiss died,
while 3,000 from the imperial army fell. 72 But the sources did not indicate what was the casualty ratio
in the lengthy engagement between the Confederates and Landsknechte during the afternoon.
Many of the Swiss looked upon the victory at Dornach in social terms and reveled over the
fact that a number of men from the elite had been killed in battle. After the engagement, the Swiss
bragged, "We are the peasants who punish the nobles." 73 Also following this battle, emissaries from
Basel came to the victorious Swiss and requested that the bodies of the highest nobles killed in the
battle be allowed to be taken from the field for proper burial. The Swiss simply replied that "the
nobles must remain with the poor [men] and could well bury themselves.'' 74 But the bodies of three
of the most powerful nobles, including Heinrich von Ftirstenberg, were taken to Dornach for burial in
the church there. 75
The frequency of military campaigning declined rapidly after the battle of Domach, as both
sides were nearly exhausted, and, clearly, Maximilian had failed in his attempt to subjugate the Swiss
Confederation. Negotiations for a peace agreement soon followed, and the peace was signed at Basel
on 22 September 1499 which formally ended the war. In the Peace of Basel, Maximilian, recognized
no further authority to tax or place courts over the Swiss. 76 In all practical terms, this meant that the
Confederation was independent of the influence of the Empire. The loss of the Swiss was hardly the
death knell for the chances of unity in the Empire, but the war clearly demonstrated the weaknesses
of Maximilian• s plans for the creation of a German state.
This autonomous status for the Swiss was hardly new since the their states had long showed
little interest in imperial affairs, thus indicating they virtual independence. Yet the war was significant
in defining the nature of the Confederation for centuries to come.

Recognizing that a closer

association with the Swiss was in their best interests, Basel and Solothurn formerly joined the
Confederation in 1501. Appenzell would join in 1513 which would be the last acquisition for three
centuries until six more cantons entered in 1803, and three others became members in 1815. 77 While
there were many turbulent times in the coming centuries including the era of the Reformation and
fear that the Thirty' Years War would include the Swiss, the era of foreign invasion was almost
72
"
73

Wir sind die buren die den adel strafemf' "Bern im Feld an Bern," 24 July 1499 as cited in Biichi, pp. 389-92.

Anshelm, 2: 253.

1
"'' Die

edelen massen bi den puren beliben und konnens wol selbst vergraben." "Hauptleute etc. der Stadt Bern im
Felde an Bern," 24 July 1499 as cited in Biichi, p. 391.
7

~'Solothumer Hauptleute an Solothum," 26 July 1499 as cited in Biichi, p. 395.

7

6Kurz, Schweizerschlachten, p.

77

178.

St. Gallen, Graubiinden, Aargau, Thurgau, Ticino, and Vaudjoined in 1803, while Valais Neuchatel, and Geneva

became members in 1815.
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entirely over for the Confederation which was able to create its own national identity. Perhaps more
important than this development was the stunning example the Swiss had set by showing the vigor
and resourcefulness of a free people successfully defending their rights and privileges at the close of
the Middle Ages.
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II.

SWISS SETTLERS OF THE CAROLINA BACK COUNTRY
Saxe Gotha, Swltzers' Neck, the Dutch Fork, & Lexington
Claudette Holliday

The Township Act and Saxe Gotha
The year was 1716 and a lone outpost, the Congaree garrison, located about five miles
below the mouth of the Saluda River and below the Congaree Creek on the western bank of
the Congaree River offered little protection for low country settlements from Indians resisting
the take-over of their homelands. By 1722 the garrison was abandoned.
The Royal government, still in dire need of a protective buffer for low country
enterprise, ordered the Township Act of 1733 to place settlers across the Indian trading path
and deter low country Indian raids. In all there were 11 townships planned with 20,000 acres
of land in each. They were to be situated along the Altamaha, Savannah, Pee Dee, Waccamaw,
Wateree, Black, Santee, Congaree, & Edisto Rivers. The Altamaha eventually became part of
Georgia.
Some of the first to arrive along the frontier were Indian traders. Thomas Brown, with
his brother Patrick of Northern Ireland, was the first to establish trade with the Catawbas,
building a store at Congarees in 1733. In 1735 Swiss bounty settlers began arriving. Among
these settlers were Martin Friday, John Ulric Millier, Jacob Gallman, John Matthias, Jacob
Spuhl, and John Ulric Bachman. The Cherokee Path was soon widened into a wagon road
above Amelia Township to accommodate trade. Further benefiting Saxe Gotha, river
navigation was also begun.
Jacob Gallman describes Saxe Gotha in a letter: "After spending three weeks in
Charlestown we were taken to Congaree. Each person was given axes and a hoe and one half
acre for a home and garden in the town. After that we were given 30 acres of land for each
person, free for ten years and provisions for one year..... there is a river near our place, it
runs down to Charlestown. It is a river full of ships and many good fish. There are many
deer here and traders ride here with 20 or 30 horses with brandy, shot, muskets, plantation
utensils, straps and deer hides .... there would be room for many more people. It is good
country, almost to be compared with Canaan or an earthly paradise."
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The spiritual needs of Saxe Gotha were met by the Rev. Christian Theus, brother of
noted Charleston artist, Jeremiah Theus. He served the people of Saxe Gotha beginning in
1739 through the Revolution. It was during this period that Saxe Gotha built its first church
and school. In 1747 a petition was sent to the Commons House for a church and school with
maintenance for a minister. The Commons House recommended 71 Pounds be paid to Saxe
Gotha from the township funds for this purpose and in 1751 William Baker gave a half acre
of land near Sandy Run for the church.
Indian Resistance in Saxe Gotha
By 1748 there were 200 inhabitants in Saxe Gotha. In 1749 another 250 Palatine
settlers arrived in Saxe Gotha with John Jacob Riemensperger. Many of these Germans settled
above Saxe Gotha in the Dutch Fork between the Saluda and Broad Rivers. Saxe Gotha
Township was located between Sandy Run on the Congaree River on its southern end to
Twelve Mile Creek on the Saluda River on its northern end. The town of Saxe Gotha was laid
out near the old garrison with its front street paralleling the river for nearly a mile. Fort
Fairchild was located on the northern boundary of the township.
The economic life of Saxe Gotha was largely dependent upon the Indian trade. In
1747 Thomas Brown died, but his trade was soon taken up by Herman Geiger and lasted until
Geiger died in 1751. Robert Steill, a member of a Charleston firm, also settled on the
Congaree to trade with the Catawbas after Brown's death.
Another important trader in Saxe Gotha was George Haig. He was killed by Indians in
1748. With the loss of these key men trade shifted northwesterly toward Ninety Six where one
of Geiger's client's, Robert Goudy, continued his Indian trade. With Haig's murder, the
Assembly provided for a second Fort Congaree near Christian Theus' church, St. John's, and
two troops of rangers to patrol the frontier during these dangerous times. The garrison was
maintained for several years.
The Commander at Fort Moore said of the White hunters' skills at the Saluda and
Congaree. that "they are in general very expert woodsmen, but might exceed their orders as
they are little more than White Indians." The chief route to the Cherokees began at Ft.
Moore in the earlier part of the 1700s, but moved toward the Congaree and Santee settlements
with the opening of wagon roads and river navigation.
The Township of Saxe Gotha was a defense success. Passage from the mountains to
the coastal plain had been fortified by a population of sturdy frontiersmen and their families.
The First Church of Switzers' Neck
Zion Church was founded between 1740 and 1750 in Switzers' Neck near the 12 Mile
and 14 Mile Creeks along the Saluda River near the home of John and Godfrey Dreher who
donated land for the church site. The church was incorporated in 1788 after the American
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ZION CHURCH, 1792

REV. JOHN BACHMAN, D.D., LL.D.
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Revolution. Prior to that time land and funds could have been confiscated by the Briti~h
Crown if they had been formally recognized through incorporation.
Prior to 1787 Zion, St. Peter's, and Bethel High Hill were part of the old Saluda
Pastorate. It was at Zion in 1787 German Lutherans and Reformed congregations in the back
country gathered at Zion to form the Corpus Evangelism.
Zion has had three church sites. The first and second were near the Saluda River, the
third building, and current site, was constructed farther up the old Columbia Road in 1922 on
lands donated by Sam and Wilbur Corley and G . C. Ehrhart.
On November 12, 1798, Zion's congregation petitioned the South Carolina General
Assembly to open a ferry across the Saluda River for the convenience of the parishioners
living on the northern side of the river. The congregation also asked for funds for a minister
and school master.
Zion's' parishioners spoke both German and English. Many believed that German
was the language of God and English was that of the devil, and they preferred their sermons
in German.
The Weberite Heresy
It was along the Saluda River at Younginer's ferry the infamous Weberite incident
occurred. At one time, not too many years ago, you could look eastward down the Saluda
River at the Lake Murray Dam and see the remains of old Younginer's Ferry.
Among the devout Reformed congregation of Switzer's Neck was a sect called the
Weberites. The sect was founded by Peter Schmidt at Saluda Fork, and spread into North
Carolina, Maryland, and Virginia sometime before 1760. Jacob Weber and his family lived
across the Saluda River from the site of old Zion Church. Several families of the community
joined with Schmidt and Weber, and "went about uncovered and naked, and practiced the
most abominable wantonness. One of them pretended to be God the Father, another the Son,
and a third the Holy Spirit; and the pretended Father, having quarreled with th~ Son, chained
him in the forest, declared him to be Satan, and finally gathered his gang who beat and
trampled the poor man until he died. The corpse was then thrown upon a burning pile of
wood."
Authorities in Charleston soon learned of the event and Weber was seized and taken to
Charleston where he was tried and hanged. On April 16, 1761, Jacob Weber wrote a letter to
his children before he was executed desiring to "transmit to my beloved children a sketch of
my mournful life." He states, "I, Jacob Weber, was born in Switzerland, in Canton Zurich, in
the County of Knonauer, in the parish of Stifferschwill, and was raised and educated in the
Reformed Church. In the fourteenth year of my life I journeyed with my brother to South
Carolina, leaving my parents; and soon after my arrival lost my brother in death. Thus, I was
forsaken of man, and without father or mother."
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He continues, "And now my children, beloved in the Lord, I must leave this world,
and perhaps behold your face no more in this life. I command you, therefore, to the
protection and mercy of God! Pray without ceasing, learn and read, injure no one willingly
and willfully while you live; labor industriously and faithfully according to your ability. May
God preserve all persons from so great a fall, and trample Satan under foot, for Christ sake,
Amen."
Weber's wife, Hannah, was pardoned and "all traces of this abominable heresy
disappeared, and no descendants of Weber or Schmidt were to be found in the Saluda Fork."
A Settlement Rowing with Milk and Honey
'Taking tea, coffee, and medicine was nothing but pride,' said Andrew Tarrer. His
diet consisted of soup in the morning and milk in the evening, because he 'never needed
anything else.'
Andrew Tarrer' s evening summer drink was probably dabber or buttermilk he kept
in the springhouse or his summer dairy. The summer dairy sat off the ground about three
feet and had a hinged door. His winter dairy was similar, but with ventilation slats. Milk was
by far the favored drink of his community. For special occasions there was apple cider,
persimmon beer, peach brandy, and wine made from native fruit, berries, and grapes. Peaches
were so plentiful many were fed to the hogs. Sweetened tea became a favorite much later.
According to William Summer sauerkraut was the national dish of the Dutch Fork. It
was cooked with pork ribs or backbone and served with dip dumplings. The main meal of
the day was served at noon. The farmer's wife called field hands in with a cow horn - a
tradition brought from Europe.
Pork, mutton, poultry, and beef were preferred meats. But the 'Dutch' farmer always
had his rabbit boxes set and was an excellent hunter.

The occasional cooter found at the

creek was always a cause for jubilation at the dinner table. Meats were cooked over the hearth
fire or in spider ovens which sat among the hot coals and contained deep-dish meat pies or
pastry-filled stews. A favorite stew was liver nips which was made by grinding liver, then
mixing in flour, eggs, suet, onions, and seasonings.· They would then be dropped by the
spoonful into boiling beef stock.
Fruit pies were served as sweets. Stewed apples folded into saucer-shaped pastry and
deep fried were sure to please. Seasonal vegetables were plentiful with a mixture of German,
African, and native varieties. Hopvines were a necessity in the garden. Hopdust was used to
make 'rising powder' by pouring boiling water over the hop flowers, then adding cornmeal
to the strained and dried hops. The dried powder was stored for later use. As an alternative,
Irish potatoes were used to make liquid yeast for sour dough bread.
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The Dutch Ovens of Switzers' Neck
We thought Grandma Minnie was not quite right when she asked Grandpa to bring
the old wood stove back into the house from the ham where it had been stored. Grandma had
been happy cooking with gas, but as the years wore on, the lure of the old wood stove won
out. She preferred the old way of cooking. So it has been with the 'Dutch' housewife for
generations.
The Swiss-German housewife was noted for her cooking. She had many new foods at
her disposal, in addition to ones she brought with her from the homeland.
In the early years of frontier settlement bread, pies, puddings, sweet potatoes, and
roasted peanuts were baked in igloo-shaped outdoor ovens. The first ovens were built of stone
and clay, and later were made with sundried bricks and mortar. Ovens stood four to five feet
tall and would hold a week's supply of baked goods at one firing. This style bake oven was
common in the Black Forest of Southern Germany.
A shed covered the cooking area to prevent a sudden rain from cooling the oven and
drenching the baker. A small arched opening allowed ample access and contained the heat
behind a metal door. To get the bricks hot enough for baking, a fire was built in the center of
the oven using broken fence rails, tanning bars, and cobs. When the desired temperature was
reached, an oak leaf placed inside the oven would curl. The hot coals were raked down and
covered with tin, the vent plugged, and the oven was ready for its delectable edibles. The oven
was fired up once or twice a week, depending on the families needs. In 1930 Clayton
Kleckley, family historian, recollected that the ladies of Switzers' Neck abandoned their
modern kitchens to bake a batch of Christmas fruitcakes. And you know, Grandma Minnie, a
young mother at the time, was probably right in the midst of it all.
Herbs for Healing, Eating, and Drinking
With drugstores practically on every comer today, its hard to imagine how folks
survived without modern-day merchandising. The settlers of Saxe Gotha Township turned to
the woodlands and their own knowledge of herbs and medicine they brought with them to the
frontier. They grew and gathered plants to flavor sausages, treat ailments, or to make teas and
wines. Many plants served dual purposes.
Rosemary, sage, mint, basil, parsley, and garlic were passed down among family,
friends, and neighbors. Plant starts were customarily given to newly weds· as wedding gifts.
Teas made from red pepper, dogwood bark, pine tops and wild mullein were brewed as a cure
for chills. Beargrass boiled in sweet cream was used in a poultice for poison ivy. Sweetshurb
twigs boiled into tea was used to treat measles. The 'Dutch' housewife used bandages soaked
in a brew made from white lily petals steeped in whiskey to heal a wound or cut. Silkwood tea
was considered a cure for rheumatism.
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Dr. 0. B. Mayer was known to have prescribed asafetida (essafittity) for hysterics.

"Give her plenty of essafittity, tell her mammy to whip her three times a day, and keep her
continerly at the spinnin' wheel.,, &safittity powder sacks were also worn around the neck
for inhaling as a preventative.
The common dandelion was brought here from Europe and cultivated as a garden
plant. The tousle-headed weed we know today escaped these early confines and naturalized.
The dandelion puffball was multipurpose: It was used to tell the weather, predict the outcome
of a love match, send loving thoughts, and to dream of a dandelion is said to foretell
misfortune and treachery on the part of a loved one. During the Civil War roasted dandelion
root was used as a coffee substitute. It is one European plant Native Americans readily
adopted.
In the early 19th Century clothing was made from materials grown, dyed, spun and
woven in the home. Yams were dipped in dye-pots filled with boiling liquids made with black
walnut hulls, onion skins, and sumac bark. Powered madder root produced a prized red, while
parsley, indig<?_, and maple bark produced blues and greens. These enduring fabrics made by
early German homemakers can still be found in the Dutch Fork some two centuries later,
attesting to her skills in clothmaking and the durability of her product.
English Comes to the Dutch Fork
The year was 1814. Most of the Dutch Fork and Switzers' Neck all the way to Saxe
Gotha spoke the German language in their homes, churches, and schools. Even those who had
slaves taught them the tongue of the old country. This was a time of transition. The younger
people, those born in the America, wanted to speak English, and they were leaving the
Reformed Church for Lutheranism. This was partly because the early Reformed ministers
were dying out and a new supply was being provided by American Lutheran seminaries. The
Rev. Joseph Wallem of Newberry District was the last surviving. minister of the Unis
Ecclesiastica which was formed some 30 years earlier at Zion Church.
Bethel Church at High Hill was one of the first churches to change to English and was
soon joined by several members from Zion. This group later became St. Michael's Church,
with Godfrey Dreher as its minister, and was part of the North Carolina Synod. The first
communion in English was given on October 18, 1814.
In the spring of 1816 the Lutheran Church in South Carolina held its first
ecclesiastical conference at Bethel Church. The Reverends Charles Stork and R. J. Miller
opened the conference in English, while Godfery Dreher and Michael Rauch addressed
English visitors outdoors. On the second day of the conference the Rev. Shobler delivered his
sermon in German, and preached to African Americans about Christianity. Another meeting
was held at St. Michael's the following Monday at 9 a.m.
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The purpose of the conference was to address several issues which had arisen with the
growth of Lutheranism. It was decided at the conference that children of unworthy members,
who were not expelled, could be presented in the church by their own parents, provided
worthy members acted as sponsors, presenting them at the alter.
Other issues concerned the membership of the enslaved. The question was raised as to
whether slaves should be confirmed or baptized, and whether they should serve a probation
period before being allowed to take communion. The conference also questioned whether
slaves should be at liberty to choose a church or attend the same church as their masters. The
marriage bond was also recognized and strictly enforced.
Advocates of Free Education
Churches held communites together on the frontier. They provided shelter from
danger, a gathering place, and a place to nourish the spirit and mind.
Early ministers often had an enduring influence on their flock. The Rev. Christian
Theus was one of these ministers who served as teacher and shepherd. Abraham Geiger of
Zion Church in the Switzer's Neck was a friend and ally of Rev. Theus. Abraham recorded
his loyalty to the faithful minister on Theus' tombstone: ''This faithful divine labored
through a long life as a faithful servant in his Master's vineyard, and the reward which he
received from the many for his labor was ingratitude.,,
Perhaps Rev. Theus inspired Abraham's loyalty by providing the special education he
needed as a child handicapped by smallpox. Despite his handicap, Abraham learned and
prospered. At his death he was the wealthiest man in the Congarees. Geiger excelled as an
agriculturist, developed vineyards, served in public office, and established the Platt Springs
Academy which was well known for many years as one of the state's finest preparatory
schools.
Geiger supported the school primarily from his own funds which were raised from his
agricultural and business pursuits. The center of his operations was Poor Hopes, his plantation
in Gaston, where he managed a winery, vineyards, cotton gin and press, a warehouse, and a
mill.

Abraham Geiger (July 1, 1770 - January 14, 1841) was the son of John and Ann
Murph Geiger. He was married to Dorothy Kinsler. He served as a major in the War of 1812
and was Lexington's first member of the House of Representatives from 1808 - 1815. He also
served on the Commission of Free Schools in 1811, the year the Public Free School Act
became law.
These first schools were established for the benefit of the state's poor. "Old field
schools,, provided an adequate education prior to the Civil War. Of those who enlisted for
Confederate service, less than 10 percent were unable to read and write. At the beginning of
the war about 20,000 students were enrolled in free schools.
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In 1868 the free school system collapsed, and was replaced by a corrupt and inferior
Reconstruction school system. Hugh S. Thompson is credited with bringing the school
system out of this post-war confusion by establishing a County Board of Examiners to assure
teacher qualification and a uniform textbook system.
Halfway Ground & School
For traders, farmers, and travelers the Halfway Grounds was a welcome sight. It
provided water, repairs, and a resting place along the well traveled road between Zion Church
-- the ferry crossing -- and Granby (replaced Saxe Gotha) -- the trading post and point where
boats could be taken to the lowcountry with goods to trade. When travelers reached the pond,
they knew they were halfway between Zion crossing and Granby.
In the beginning the resting place was only a pond along the old Indian Trail, linking
the Cherokee nations with the coast. Later, Europeans who settled in the area, used the
Halfway Ground (which is the vicinity of 2700 Leaphart Road, West Columbia, SC) for the
same purposes. There was a blacksmith shop and a cooper located at the stop to repair
farmers' broken barrels as their oxen pulled them along the rolling road to market.
Richard Hampton, great uncle of Gen. Wade Hampton, owned the Halfway Ground
prior to the arrival of Swiss and German settlers who began purchasing the lands to farm.
Sometime around 1800 Mt. Hebron Methodist church was begun, and Martin Hook had a
store. By 1833 the small settlement had a school. George Hook was -the school's first teacher
with 13 pupils.
In 1916 the State Department of Education reported that the Halfway School of
District 32 had grown to three teachers with 105 students, and the school was in session for
140 days a year. The district's annual revenue was $4, 712. 65. A new school was built using
$3,201.25 of 1916's revenue.
Lexington's Lutheran Seminary
It was apparent early in the 1800s that a southern school of theology was needed.
Northern states had two seminaries, Hartwick in New York and Gettysburg in Pennsylvania.
Other denominations were also beginning to establish seats of formal learning to provide a
supply of clergymen nearer home.
The Rev. John Bachman of St. John's in Charleston was one of first to recognize this
pressing need for local seminaries. At this point in history church leaders were beginning to
question whether or not a formally educated ministry was necessary. Rev. Bachman's
persuasive arguments won the day, and 1829 the South Carolina Synod passed without dissent
a resolution establishing a theological preparatory school for boys over the age of ten. The
school was to be called the Classical & Theological Institute of the South Carolina Lutheran
Synod.
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The following year the Board of Directors: Godfrey Dreher, John Bachman, William
Strobel, Stephen Mealy, C. F. Bergman, West Caughman, John Eigleberger, Henry Horlbeck,
Henry Muller, and Major Swygert raised enough money to begin, and in February of 1831
the seminary was ready for its first students at the home of Col. John Eigleberger, Countsville,
Newberry District. The Rev. John G. Schwartz was selected as the schools first professor of
theology.
Unfortunately, the young Rev. Schwartz died a few months later, and a debate arose
over the school's location. In a selection by sealed bids Godfrey Dreher won Lexington as the
next site for the fledgling seminary where it remained for the next 25 years.
The Rev. Dr. E. L. Hazelius replaced Rev. Schwartz as head of the seminary. Dr.
Hazelius, born in Prussia, was educated in the Moravian Church. He previously taught Latin,
Greek and Hebrew at Nazareth Hall in Pennsylvania, but left the Moravian Church when it
refused to sanction his marriage, at which time he joined the Lutheran Church. Hazelius also
taught at Hartwick and at Gettysburg.
By 1834 the seminary had nine young students, and by 1836 its first graduating class.
Those first graduates were: Frederick Harris, Edwin Bolles, Levi Bedenbaugh, David Bernhard,
Henry Stoudemyer, William Berly, Philip Strobel, and Elijah Hawkins.
The Classical Academy and Theological Seminary of the South Carolina Synod
operated in Lexington from 1834 to 1855. Dr. Hazelius died in 1853, and with him went
much of the enthusiasm of the academy. The decline of the school paralleled his failing
health.

Winter Dairy
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III.
NEW YORK - AN IMMIGRANT'S ACCOUNT
Rosa Schupbach

After I had volunteered at our annual meeting last year to tell you today something
about my life as an immigrant in New York City, I forgot all about it until recently when Leo
[Schelbert] asked me to give him the title of my lecture. My goodness, I thought, I really put
my foot in this time, but I am glad I did because after the very serious discussion we just had,
we all need to relax, to wind down, and even laugh a little. For about two years now I have
given similar lectures with slides to various groups in Switzerland and I am going to extract
some parts of that lecture, especially my experiences as an auxiliary police officer with the
New York City Police Department. I also want to show you that New York is not the cold and
inhuman place it is said to be.
I am sure you have heard people say: "I don't see how one can live in a place like
New York." To tell you a secret, nobody really lives in 'New York'. We live in our
neighborhoods. These neighborhoods are small towns, just like those in Iowa or Nebraska,
except that these neighborhoods or small towns are not surrounded by farm fields, but by
other neighborhoods. We know the mailman, we say hello to our neighbors in the street, and
we pet their dogs. When a friend of mine moved to New York from Geneva a few years ago
and told her friends in Switzerland what she had done, they said: "How can you live in such a
terrible place?!" Her answer was: "What do you mean, a terrible place, it is a wonderful
place!" I agree with her, New York City and particularly Manhattan which I know well is a
wonderful place, but it is also a place where as an immigrant you have to work very hard to
build a new life and where you have to defend yourself so that you are not exploited.
What prompted me to leave a well-paying job in Zurich in 1959 was not only my love
for travel and adventure, but also my experience with discrimination against women in
Switzerland as it existed in the early 1950' s. After finishing what was called Mittelschule in
Zurich, I took a position with the Swiss Bank Corporation and in 1952 decided to marry a
non-Swiss. At that time, all female employees of the Swiss Bank, mind you, only female
employees who wanted to get married, were forced to hand in their resignation and
subsequently were only temporary employees of the Bank so that they could be fired in case
they became pregnant. Moreover, at that time every Swiss woman who married a foreigner
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automatically lost her Swiss citizenship and was treated as a foreigner. There was absolutely
nothing one could do about it. When I mentioned all this to the Personnel Manager at the
Swiss Bank Corporation, he replied: "Sie hand's ja so welle! You wanted it that way!" All this
happened in 1952, not some time in the last century! I decided to get married after all and
afterwards did not have a secure job anymore, nor did I have a Swiss passport. Every time I
wanted to travel abroad, I had to appear before the Fremdenpolizei [the police dealing with
aliens] and ask for a return visa to re-enter Switzerland. This lasted until 1955 when the S ~
government finally decided to give back Swiss citizenship to all the women who had lost it by
marrying a foreigner, and that is how I became Swiss again. But these experiences continued
to irk me and, as you can see, I never forgot them. In 1959 I applied for an immigration visa
to the United States and traveled to New York City, all by myself, not knowing anybody there,
with two suitcases, but fortunately with enough money to keep me going for a while and, a
very important point, a very good knowledge of English, and I have been living In New York
City ever since.
My first job was as a secretary in a storefront for second-hand office machines with a
terrible boss who was also the owner of the business. He exploited me, a recent immigrant
who did not know anything about law, as much as he could. I was only allowed 20 minutes
for lunch to wolf down my hamburger, which cost only $0 cents at that time, and a cup of
coffee which cost 10 cents. I received my weekly paycheck late on Friday afternoon when the
banks were already closed. A few times, in order to have enough cash over the weekend, I
had to go to one of those terrible check cashing establishments where only people go who are
poor and have no banking connection, and where they deduct a hefty commission before
they give you your money. Cash machines did not exist yet. A few times, when I came back
from lunch, the typewriter I had been working on in the morning had been sold to a customer
during lunch hour and I had to get used in a hurry to a completely different typewriter, a
rather disconcerting experience when it happens frequently. Needless to say, I did not stay
very long at that job, but long enough to get a pair of boots from my boss as a Christmas
present which I needed urgently to survive my first snowstorm in New York.
During the first few months I moved with my two suitcases from one room or
furnished apartment to the next so fast that nobody was able to keep track of me. You see, I
had to find out everything by myself, nobody told me how to do things, where to live, what a
desirable neighborhood was, and which neighborhood to avoid. Eventually I managed to find
a nice studio apartment in the middle of Manhattan and also, after about a year at another
secretarial job, I was offered a good position with Caltex Petroleum Corporation as something
called "junior economist" which paid me $140 a week, a handsome salary at the time for a
newcomer. For the new apartment, I bought a convertible sofa at Macy's; I figured I needed a
clean bed, and I bought some pots and pans and china dishes in a second-hand store and
settled down. Incidentally, I still have some of these china dishes which have in the meantime
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become antiques. But then I thought I better get ready in case someone comes to visit me,
although I hardly knew anybody, and went back to Macy's to buy some glasses. The
salesman there, a very handsome and charming African-American who was used to customers
buying glasses in sets of six, asked me how many of each size I wanted; I said "two of each."
He looked at me with big eyes and said : "How romantic!"
Getting back to my job at Caltex Petroleum Corporation, one condition for
employment was that I enroll in college courses in Economics at night, which I did, first at
Baruch College which is part of the City University of New York, and then at Columbia
University where, incidentally, I met Leo. But to enroll at Baruch College proved to be quite
difficult. The admissions officer insisted that I never finished high school in Switzerland. She
was quite adamant and showed me a book which said that Swiss children never go to school in
the summer because they have to help making hay! I felt terribly frustrated and wrote to the
Department of Education in Washington which then confirmed that I indeed had finished
high school, and they even confirmed that my years at the Mittelschule entitled me to some
college points in the American educational system.
The decision to attend these courses opened tremendous opportunities for me, but It
also involved a lot of very hard work. I worked at Caltex Petroleum from 9 am to 5 p.m.
every day, then took the subway to Columbia University. You cannot imagine how I envied
all those people whom I saw going home at 5 o clock when I came out of the subway at 116th
Street and Broadway to spend the evenings in a class room, then going home late at night,
again on the subway, and spending weekends in the library or writing papers. The years just
flew by and I really cannot tell you much about them except that I still tried to fly to Zurich
once a year during summer break to visit my mother, doing some of my school work on the
plane.
In 1967 I got a Bachelor of Science degree and a year later a Master of Arts, both in
Economics at Columbia, and then continued with the doctoral courses. But then a happy
change occurred in my life because at Caltech I got to know a co-worker by the name of
Schupbach who became my second husband. After we got married during Christmas break that was the only time available to me because there were no classes - my life became
relatively normal. Although my husband had what we suspected was a Swiss name, we really
never found out where his ancestors came from. I wrote several times to different places in the
Canton Bern, but never got anywhere. About three years ago someone called me from a hotel
in New York and told me their name was also Schupbach (they had picked my name out of
the phone book) and that they lived in Koln, Germany. They mentioned that some
Schupbachs had emigrated from Germany to Switzerland during the Thirty Years' War
(1618 to 1648). My husband and I visited Switzerland every summer, he just loved it there
and looked more like a Swiss every day.
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Two years after we got married, we moved from that small studio apartment I told you
about which I had furnished with those pots and pans and those romantic glasses to a coop
apartment on 74th Street near Fifth Avenue, close to Central Park, and I am still living there.
Six years after we got married, my husband died unexpectedly in 1973, and nothing was the
some anymore. I simply could not decide on a permanent job and started to work on a
temporary basis, again like a gypsy, moving from one job to the next until I finally took
position as assistant to a professor of economics at New York University; after that I worked
for number of years at the National Bureau of Economic Research and a small investment
company. For a few years now, I have been doing "my own thing", and I'll tell you shortly
what that is, actually it is my work in the Police Department.
Less than 150 years ago, where I live, there was still farmland, with a large farm
belonging to a well-to-do man by the name of Lenox, and the neighborhood is still called
Lenox Hill. You may now know that originally Manhattan was covered by numerous brooks
and ponds where the people were able to catch fish and even skate in the winter.
Unfortunately, these brooks and ponds are now all covered with asphalt, but if you are
unlucky, you hit water when you build a house or a building. This happened a few years ago
to a neighbor of mine who had decided to build a covered swimming pool in his backyard,
and sure enough, he hit such a stream that runs underground from Central Park around 7 4th
Street to the East River. You can imagine, he had a great deal of trouble finishing his
swimming pool as the big whole in the back of his building kept filling up with water. I knew
there was an underground stream, but obviously the architect did not know. In the early
1960's when a real estate developer bought a plot of land on Madison Avenue and 75th
Street to build a tall apartment building, he hit the same stream and at the time that plot could
not carry such a tall building. He then sold the land to the Whitney organization who then
built the present Whitney Museum that you may be familiar with.
I want to tell you a few things about Central Park. The thought to preserve a large
area for a public park came to the authorities of the City and State as early as 1851 which was
all the more astonishing because at that time there were hardly any houses in that area. About
a year ago I saw an exhibit at the museum of the New York Historical Society of early
photographs how the land looked originally before the construction of a park was started The
whole area looked quite desolate, here and there stood miserable looking shacks of wood
inhabited by homeless people, mostly poor immigrants, where these people lived with their
animals, cows, pigs and goats. Fifth Avenue, now one of the most elegant streets, was an
unpaved country road with small hills and ravines. In the desolate area of the future park
stood a small settlement, a cluster of houses, called Seneca Village, where about 250-300 free
black and Irish lived. They must have been fairly well-to-do because they owned the land and
their houses and had also built three churches, two cemeteries, and even two schools.
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Unfortunately the entire Seneca Village was demolished together with those miserable
shacks so that construction of the park could begin. In some sections of the park, towards the
north and the west side, you can still see the original rocks which are quite enormous. To
prepare for the layout of the park, rocks were blasted with dynamite, some of them sanded
down, artificial lakes and ponds, bridges and terraces were built, also a water reservoir to
ensure an adequate water supply for the growing city. Tons and tons of fertile soil were
brought in and hundreds of different species of trees were planted, and eventually the park
evolved the way you see it today.
You may not know that New York City is located right below the flight corridor of
migrant birds that fly from Alaska and Canada thousands of miles towards the south. Many
of these birds stop in Central Park to rest and feed and, if they like it there, they build nests
and breed. Bird experts have counted up to 270 different species of birds, those that just rest
and leave again, and others that actually spend a few months there. During the last few years a
number of hawks have been sighted who seem to love the tall buildings and pillars of bridges.
They build nests there and raise their young. There is plenty of food for them, lots of pigeons
and rats. Besides these birds, thousands of squirrels live in the park, they are quite tame. There
are also wild rabbits and raccoons, different species of bats that live under the bridges, and in
the 22 lakes and ponds located throughout the park you find many different kinds of fish,
frogs and turtles. There are also snakes, but they are harmless. Living so close to the park, that
wonderful oasis of trees and flowers, and to see people having a good time is a great asset, but
it also has its disadvantages. Criminals come from the park into our block, grab somebody's
pocket book, and jump right back into the park, where it is difficult to find them, especially at
night.
About 20 years ago one of my neighbors was threatened with a knife and she had to
surrender her pocket book. After that incident a few residents of the block and I decided to
form a block association, and I have been its president for the last 15 years; We have a yearly
budget of about $35,000 which we collect every 6 months by asking all residents to make a
contribution, and with that money we hire a security guard from a security company to patrol
our block every day from 5:30 p.m. to 11:30 p.m. We.also pay for the upkeep of the trees on
the block, have them pruned and fertilized, and have planted ivy in the tree beds. All this we
do in our spare time, with no financial compensation whatsoever. Once in a while we do run
short of money, but then I send out an emergency appeal to the people, telling them unless
they send us some more money. there will be no guard. So far, it has worked. But something
that may interest you more; in 1980 I joined the New York Police Department as an Auxiliary
Police Officer. I am assigned to the 19th Precinct where I live. About 210,000 people live in
this precinct which is the most densely populated area in the United States because of the
many high rise apartment buildings. About 290 officers work in 8-hour shifts round the
clock. The police station is a heavily used building and is showing wear and tear, with the
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elevator not working for months at the time. Our office and locker rooms are located on the
5th floor, and it is sometimes tedious to walk up all the way, particularly after patrolling for
hours, carrying all the heavy equipment on our belt
As we are a historical organization I want to give you briefly some historical tidbits I
came across some time ago, and then I' II tell you about some of my experiences in the Police
Department. A young woman visited New York City in the early 1850's and wrote: "The
existence of a dangerous class in New York is now no longer denied. ... Probably in no city
in the civilized world is life so fearfully insecure as New York. The practice of carrying
concealed arms, in the shape of stilettos for attack, and swordsticks for defense, if illegal, is
perfectly common ... and terrible outrages and murderous assaults are matters of such nightly
occurrence as to be thought hardly worthy of notice." Does this remind you of the 6 o clock
news?
To become an Auxiliary Police Officer I had to take a course in law and self-defense
for about four months. Every year we have to repeat the self-defense class to stay in practice.
We wear the same uniform as the regular police, dark navy blue. We have a slightly different
shield that looks a bit like a sheriff shield you see on television. We do not carry a gun; the
only weapon we have is a hard wooden stick about two feet long with which we are allowed to
defend ourselves under certain conditions, that is if our own life is in danger and we cannot
escape at all or if someone else's life is in danger.
Another distinction between the regular police and us is that we are not paid. The
only compensation we get is $250 a year as uniform allowance, but only if we put in the
required number of hours a year. Because we are not paid, most of us have jobs during the
day and come to the police station in the evenings to patrol the streets from 7 p.m. to 11 p.m.
Sometimes we are also on duty at special events on weekends, like parades, street art shows,
and street fairs. We are very rarely alone, but patrol together with another Auxiliary Officer,
male or female, in an assigned area within the precinct. We carry a radio which is connected
with Police Headquarters downtown. We hear everything that goes on over a relatively wide
area around us and when something happens or we are in danger, we press a button on the
radio to relay our message and the regular police responds immediately because they know
we have no gun.
I love to patrol because one really gets to know the city and its people, but it can be
quite tiring and tedious, particularly when it is very hot. I must confess that in the winter when
it is very cold, I chicken out and do office work in the police station. For a while I handled
reports on domestic violence cases within a family or a household, to be entered into a central
computer system, and these reports were real eye openers about the cruel things people do to
each other, and also the very stupid things they do. I sometimes hear terribly foul language~
life in a police station is not the life you and I lead and are familiar with.
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People here and in Switzerland often ask me whether I am not afraid to be out there
in the street in a police uniform. I am careful, but I am not afraid. I had a father who was
absolutely without fear, and perhaps some of it has rubbed off. I have never been shot at in
New York City, but strangely enough in peaceful Switzerland I was shot at twice during a visit
in the Valais when someone shot me in the foot with a Hobert gun. and another time in
Zurich where someone shot lead pellets through an open window into the apartment where I
was staying. I never had any close calls, only a few sticky moments, but one learns to handle
these.
I am going to tell you a few experiences I had while on police duty. In 1980 when I
first started, there were only very few women employed as regular officers. One evening I did
some clerical work in the Detectives Office where there is also a small cell to put people
temporarily after they are arrested and before they are taken downtown to Central Booking.
That evening two men were in that cell and made a terrible racket and threatened to throw up
unless they were taken out of the cell. But it was quite obvious that they were just playing a
game. At that moment I happened to get up. and they were so surprised to see woman that
they immediately broke out in big smiles and threw kisses at me through the bars of the cell.
Another evening they brought a black woman in handcuffs who had been arrested in
the street together with her boyfriend who was in another cell. Because she was in handcuffs
she could not be left alone with a male officer because she could claim later that he molested
her and that she could not defend herself. As I was the only woman around, I was assigned to
guard her. The police officer lit a cigarette for her and left, and I was alone with her. But
because she was in handcuffs, she could not take the cigarette out of her mouth and she asked
me therefore to remove the cigarette for a few moments and then put it hack into her mouth.
Even though this happened before the era of AIDS, I was afraid she would bite me in the
finger, but she did not. I really felt sorry for her and asked her whether she wanted me to call
someone, like her mother or her clergyman. She started to cry bitterly and said that
everybody thinks she is a terrible woman. All I could do was to comfort her, there was
nothing else I could do. S~e was later ·taken away and I never saw her again. On another
evening I had to guard the site of an accident where a taxi had run down an elderly man.
Fortunately, by the time we got there, they had already taken the man away in an ambulance,
but there was still lots of blood around and pieces of bloody clothing. It took me a few days
to get over this.
To show you how important the presence of police is in the street: One evening,
around 10:30 p.m. another auxiliary officer and I were walking back to the police station
when I saw a young man standing at a phone booth pretending to make a phone call.
Immediately I became suspicious because sometimes criminals stand at phone booth as if
they were going to make a call, instead they are waiting to assault unsuspecting pedestrians. I
said to the other officer: "Wait a minute, this looks suspicious to me." She immediately
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understood, and we stopped casually, talking to each other and keeping an eye on the man.
He noticed after a while that he was observed and that we were not going to go away, and he
left.
A few months ago we had a very busy evening. We were driving in our police car and
someone stopped us to say that someone was lying on the sidewalk nearby. We immediately
drove there and there was a woman, in her early 70' s lying there, but a pedestrian was already
talking to her and using her shopping bag as a pillow. You see, people do care in New York.
As I knelt down next to her I noticed that her breath smelled very much of alcohol. She was
very embarrassed and confessed that she had gone out with friends and that she had drunk
too much. I had the impression that she was an alcoholic because she was quite thin. We
called an ambulance and in the meantime covered her with a blanket. I knelt down next to
her, held her hand and comforted her till the ambulance came and took her away.
We had hardly finished with this incident when we heard over the radio that there was
a terrible accident quite close by on the Manhattan side of the 59th Street bridge. We raced
there, an ambulance was already there, a fire truck, and several police cars. A passenger car
was lying upside down, its windows all broken and glass splattered all over the place. The five
young passengers were already in the ambulance, but a real miracle had occurred. Except for
a few scrapes nothing had happened to them. As I told you earlier, things do get a little
tedious and tiring at times. A few weeks ago on a Sunday, I was on duty at a large street
market, about a mile long where traffic was diverted so that people could stroll in the middle
of the street. A horrendous traffic jam developed, and I was assigned to divert traffic to one of
the cross-town streets. I was at that spot, I don t know how long, without food or anything to
drink, moving my arm to show drivers that they had to take a particular turn. Also,
pedestrians have a dangerous habit of stepping off the curb to wait for the green light, and as
I was trying to hold the pedestrians back and divert traffic at the same time, I yelled at two
women: STAY THERE. They looked quite startled and I immediately apologized, trying to
telling them that I was trying to do two things at the same time and also to keep them safe. Let
me tell you, for about three days afterwards the muscles of my arm hurt.
About three weeks ago we were sent to a Medieval Festival for the day to keep an eye
on things and to make people feel protected. It was a very hot day and we really suffered
from the heat. As we all know, there were no Middle Ages in the U.S., but there is a Society
that is interested in Medieval customs and games; they even bring horses and play games with
mock spears. During the afternoon, nearly all the regular police was pulled out to go to a
demonstration in midtown between Palestinians and Israelis, and so we had to stay longer to
fill the gap. Although we were all exhausted at the end of the day, we felt that we had
accomplished something worthwhile.
But we also have fun. We have a Christmas Party and a summer picnic. About two
years ago, at the same street market I mentioned earlier, there were stands where one can buy
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different kinds of food. Suddenly a woman came up to me, quite disgusted and said: "At that
stand they are selling cooked pigs' ears, is this legal?" I answered that this was not a police
matter. She would not go away but asked me in a very loud voice: "What would you say if
someone offered you cooked pigs' ears?" I laughed and said that I was quite adventurous.
She was furious and yelled at me that she was speaking to the wrong person. Little did she
know that she was indeed talking to the wrong person, because at the time I was born, my
father was buying cattle from village farmers around Zurich and brought them to his
slaughterhouse. I was too young at the time to remember, but as I was growing up, stories
about cooked pigs' ears and knuckles were nothing unusual to me.
I want to end with a touching experience I had while on duty at an art exhibit where
artists show their works of art, paintings, and sculptures in the street. A woman I did not know
approached me, put her hand on my arm and said: "God protect you!" That really touched
my heart and I thanked her. On that comforting note I would like to end my talk and hope
that you enjoyed it
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IV. REVIEWS AND NOTES
Hans Rudolf Christen, Emmentaler Geschlechter- und Wappenbuch.
Miinsingen - Bern: Fischer Media Verlag, 1998. 659 pp.
Illustrations (many in color) and Coats-of-Arms.
A remarkable volume was recently issued that is very helpful for gaining insight into
the history and significance of the old families that have their origins in, and still inhabit, that
area of the Canton Bern, Switzerland, that is drained by the Emme river and called the
Emmental. Most of these family names are recognizable by Americans as many of their
families stem from this exquisitely beautiful, but traditionally economically poor region
which has contributed heavily to American immigration in the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries.
Introductory material in this large volume deals with the history of the Emmental,
including the system of local Swiss citizenship, origins of the area's special language, and the
coats-of-arms of each parish, all given in beautiful color. The introduction contains also an
excellent colored map of the area covered, an historical time-line from earliest human
habitation to the present, and a separate treatment of the over five hundred families who have
citizenship in the Einwohnergemeinden (civil townships) within the region of the Emmental.
Entries offer a scholarly introduction to the history and import of each family. They
include an explanation of the origin, meaning, and significance of a given name as well as a
list of places where persons .with the name have thei~ local citizenship in the Emmental. A list
of prominent people with a given name, illustrations of the various coats-of-arms used by
family members over the years, and the listing of literature relating to each family completes
each informative entry.
The author Hans Rudolf Christen is an Emmentaler himself who has collected
information on the subject for many years. He did it driven "von der Liebe zum Emmental
und der Freude and der Vergangenheit, by the love of the Emmental and the delight in the
past. " He does his professional work at the Museum of Natural History in Basel, thus he is
expert in locating and using historical materials derived from numerous and varied sources.
After entries dealing with the family names the author lists all the _names of the farms
in the Emmental as well as the names of the family or families that have been their occupants.
In another section each Einwohnergemeinde is listed with its official coat-of-arms and the
names of families who have citizenship in it. The book closes with a seventeen page listing of
works that the author used in preparing this nicely bound volume which also has a beautiful
cover.
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This work, priced at 98 Swiss Francs, is a valuable addition to any gnealogical collection that
serves people with a Swiss background. although it is written in German, most of the information can
be understood with a limited knowledge of that language. It may be purchased in the United States
and Canada for US $75.00 from Delbert L. Gratz, 8990 Augsburger Road, Bluffton, OH 458179596.
Delbert Gratz

Steven D. Hoelscher, Heritage on Stage: The Invention of Ethnic Place in America's Little
Switzerland. Madison, WI: University of Wisconsin Press, 1998. xix, 327 pp.

Yodeling, alphoms, cowbells, Wilhelm Tell, cheese, chalets, and cantonal flags conjure up
either nostalgic images of a romantic Swiss folklore culture in the pre-industrial world or a visit to the
Wisconsin town of New Glarus, popularly known as "America• s Little Switzerland." A visitor from
Basel remarked that New Glarus seemed "more Swiss than Switzerland." Steven D. Hoelscher argues
that the community invented "ethnic place" by its continual reinterpretation of ethnicity and by its
reshaping of "Swissness" over time through its landscapes, museums, festivals, and cultural
performances. It is this conspicuous construction of American ethnic heritage, identity, and place that
Hoelscher examines in Heritage on Stage, which covers the period from the founding of New Glarus
in 1845 until its sesquicentennial.
Hoelscher organizes the struggles and tensions of the public display of ethnic heritage into
three chronological parts. First, commemorative events bound together an increasingly modern
community from 1890 until the outbreak of World War I. The displaced weavers and craftspeople,
who founded New Glarus under the auspices of the Auswanderungsverein (emigration society) of
Canton Glarus, turned to farming and cheese making in Wisconsin. As the memory of this generation
faded, the town's tradition of celebrating Swiss holidays and festivals on July 4th expanded to more
and varied celebrations of ethnic culture revolving around themes of the homeland, the pioneer, and
the notion of progress. These commemorative festivals reflected the fragile tensions of being both
Swiss and American at a time when economic development threatened both community and public
memory. The insular community's desire to reject progress created an antimodemism atmosphere in
its public festivals as it strove to preserve vanishing traditions.
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In the second part of the book, the interwar years reflect a shift in ethnic identity. Hyphenated
Americans strove to demonstrate that their culture was American culture. In New Glarus, citizens
reshaped their local culture by depicting their ancestors as pioneers of the American west whose work
ethic, patriotism, and love of democracy were compatible with American goals and values. The New
Glarus Swiss proclaimed their uniqueness while emphasizing their American loyalty. In this era,
visitors increased as the automobile offered new possibilities for tourists to seek rural refuges from
the negative consequences of modernization. At the local level, business and community leaders
projected their patriotic values to increasing audiences by establishing an annual outdoor pageant
performance of Friedrich von Schiller's Wilhelm Tell. This invented tradition brought together
tourists and performers who found a new sense of ethnic community and identity. On the state level,
scholars and historians researched, mapped, and documented Wisconsin's ethnic heritage to prove
that Wisconsin, with its unique character of persisting ethnic groups, was a place where democracy
worked and diversity served as the basis for unity.
In Part III, the transition to tourism, from 1962 to 1995, demonstrates the commodification of
ethnic place heritage and brings forth questions of authenticity. Negative aspects of ethnic tourism
provide opportunities to examine who has the authority and power to determine what is authentic.
Landscape has increasingly become important in defining cultural difference through streetscape,
architecture, and public sculpture.
Hoelscher uses postmodernist tools to examine the invention of ethnic place as an
antimodernism movement and to reexamine keywords such as "ethnicity," "tradition," "public
memory," and "selling place." He could have further expanded the complexity of these ideas by
reexamining modernist keywords, such as "progress," which also have multiple meanings that have
changed over time1 and by seeking connections of this theme to larger ethnic pageants in the
Midwest. Coincidently, the Columbian Exposition of 1893 also emphasized progress as a theme just
two years before New Glarus' shift to a progress theme in the presentation of ethnic identity. 2 The
Chicago World's Fair of 1934 featured a Swiss Village in its collection of old world displays, which
preceded by one year the idea in New Glarus for a Swiss historical village. 3 Although the women of
New Glarus are included when they have prominent or visible roles, Hoelscher neither examines their
invisible roles nor the possibility that the continuous reinvention of the meaning of ethnicity offered
these women opportunities to challenge the boundaries of old world gender roles.

1

J.M. Staudenmaier, ''Perils of Progress Talk: Some Historical Considerations," in Steven L. Goodman, ed.,

Science, Technology, and Social Progress: Research in Technology Studies, Vol. 2. Bethlehem, PA: Lehigh
University Press, 1989.
2
Robert W. Rydell, All the World's a Fair: Visions of Empire at American International Expositions,
1876-1916. Chicago: the University of Chicago Press, 1984.
3
Lenox R. Rohr, A Guide for Future Fairs, Fmr Management. The Story of A Century of Progress. Chicago:
Cuneo Press, 1952.
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Readers of SAHS Review will find a multiplicity of ideas and issues to stimulate their
imagination in this cultural geographic study spanning generations of Swiss in America. New Glarus
is exemplary as a case study in the public display of ethnic heritage. Hoelscher' s study of the
ongoing tensions and struggles over ethnicity, identity, place, and authenticity as New Glarus emerges
as the international guardian of traditional Swiss culture offers new insights into how vernacular and
official ethnic identifications reshape and reinforce each other. History is rewritten as ethnic place
becomes tourist place.

Cheryl Ganz

Ursula Lehmann-Gugholz, Vorfahren - Nachkommen. Auswanderer aus Klosters und Davos nach

Amerika im 19. Jahrhundert. Chur: Terra Grischuna, 1998. 527 pp.
To do justice to this work is less than easy, yet is certainly a labor of love. Diverse materials in
Swiss archives and others unearthed in the United States form the documentary core of this book. Its
rich primary sources deal not only with the world of destination, that is several regions in North
America such as the Midwest, Texas, and the Pacific Northwest, but also with the world of origin,
especially Klosters and Davos. The author is intimately acquainted with that mountainous area of
Switzerland's Canton Graubtinden and she also familiarized herself by extensive travels with the
American world. She embedded the primary sources she uncovered over years of research into
narrative parts which contain dialogues and feature thought processes that are the author's invention.
Thus primary evidence and attempts at genuine, if fictional, reconstruction intermingle and make the
work part documentary, part story. It is divided up into some forty chapters of differing lengths that
are in part interwoven, in part juxtaposed, which makes it at times less than easy for the reader to
grasp the various strands of the narrative. Joyful events are mostly overshadowed by experiences of
disaster, be they natural catastrophes derived from the weather and illnesses or from human proneness
to doing evil. Marriages, births, and deaths follow each other in a merciless rhythm as are youthful
dreams, strivings, achievements, and defeats.
Central to the first part of the book is the story of the Hitz and Brosi family in Graubtinden
and then in Virginia and Washington, DC. The grandfather Johannes Hitz (1772-1840) had been
elected Landammann of the region and was also an entrepreneur in mining. In 1831 the son
Johannes Hitz (1797-1864) and his wife Anna Kohler (1796-1883) moved with their son Johannes
(1828-1908) to Virginia, then to Washington, DC where they became prominent in Swiss American
circles. Their son Johannes (John) married Jane C. Shanks in 1865; he became a successful
businessman, banker, writer, and philanthropist and, from 1864 to 1881, served like his father as
Consul General of Switzerland. In that role he not only assisted numerous Swiss immigrants in their
adaptation to American life, but was also concerned with the plight of the deaf and dumb and served
as superintendent of the Volta Bureau founded by Alexander Graham Bell on their behalf.
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The most captivating and most richly documented part of the book is the story revolving
around Magdalena Branger of Frauenkirch. She had a vibrant personality, decided to emigrate to the
United States, lived first in Camp Point, Illinois, then in the Swiss settlement Highland where she met
up again quite unexpectedly with her beloved Abraham Buol whom she married on April 11, 1869.
They moved to Chicago, then shortly before the great fire of 1871 to Dallas, Texas, where they
eventually prospered. Due to Magdalena's ill health they returned in 1887 with their three daughters
to Frauenkirch where Magdalena died on January 2, 1890. Three years later Abraham Buol returned
with the youngest daughter to the United States. When he arrived in Dallas he found that the caretaker
of his property had absconded and that Abraham had lost his house and all possessions he had left in
that person's trust. He then moved to Dubuque, Iowa, from there to Tacoma, then Puyallup in the
State of Washington where he passed away in April 1911.
The story of the daughters Dora, Anna Christina, and Paulina is just as captivating: Dora left
Frauenkirch and worked for a time in Munich, then went to France, then to New Ulm in Minnesota to
marry a Hermann Amme. Pauline, born in 1881, returned with her father in 1893 to the United States
whereas Anna Christina (1875-1965) stayed behind and married Benedict Brosi that same year. It
seems that she increasingly suffered from homesickness for Dallas, became mentally ill, and had to be
institutionalized away from her four children, just as her own mother had become homesick in Dallas
for the mountainous world of her valley of origin to where she returned.
This book then is quilt-like and empathetically reconstructs the numerous events mostly from
a personal and local perspective. At times the pieces are tightly interwoven, at others they remain
somewhat fragmented and are contextually not easily placed. Although limited in analytical scope
and somewhat driven by the crisis-view of migrations, Ursula Lehmann-Gugholz' s book movingly
recreates aspects of the nineteenth century Atlantic world and illuminates the vagaries of human lives
in their sheer endless rhythm of pain and joy, hope and despair, luck and disaster. Their force seems
intensified by the migratory moves of the people featured in this work between their worlds of origin
and their various final destinations. The author honors them by having created an impressive
monument of loving remembering with care and selfless dedication.

Leo Scheiber/
P.S. An unbound translation into English of the work in German, titled Ancestors -

Descendants. Emigrants from Klosters and Davos to America in the 19th Century, $20.00, is available
from Ms. Lilly Riney, P.O. Box 3111, Springfield, IL 62708. Daytime tel.: (217) 788-7405.
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Notes
Jenifer Golub, ed., Frey houses 1 + 2. New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 1998. Pp. 81.
This work has been edited with care and impeccable artistic sensibility in honor of the
Swiss American architect Albert Frey (1903-1999) and was presented to him on his 95th
birthday shortly before his death. His work was influenced by Le Corbusier and Mies van der
Rohe, especially the latter's unique sense for esthetic geometrical beauty. "The book is
primarily visual," J. Golub comments, "emphasizing the materiality of Albert Frey's
studies" (p.73). Blueprints and stunningly beautiful photographs of two of Frey's houses
document his disciplined integration of architectural forms and materials into desert and
mountain landscapes. Only nine pages (73-8_1) are devoted to text, featuring two interviews
conducted by J. Golub with the architect. When she observed that one of the houses "is
perched upon one of the highest elevations in town," Albert Frey replied: "For twenty-five
years I looked at the mountain, and of course coming from Switzerland you always go
mountain climbing and up to the peak for a view."
Diana Ketcham, "In the Studio with Peter Zumthor, Architecture's Swiss Mystic," New York

Times (Thursday, January 7, 1999), Bl and B12.
The richly illustrated article features the architectural work of Peter Zumthor, "the
former cabinetmaker and surveyor who is a leader of the new Swiss architecture" (Bl). D.
Ketcham visited him in his studio in one of Graubtinden's "farming hamlets of 700 ...
among the music of cowbells and smells of the chicken coops." P. Zumthor, age 55, grew up
in Basel and, after four years of apprenticeship in his father's cabinet-making shop, earned
there a degree in interior and furniture design. He spent time in New York City during the
Vietnam War era and this spring taught a course in architecture at Harvard University. He is
now entrusted with building Switzerland's pavilion for Expo 2000 as well as the museum
Topgraphy of Terror in Berlin on the site of the former Gestapo headquarters.
Zumthor' s design is shaped by the tradi~ion of the Bauhaus, the world of the
mountains and villages of Graubiinden, and by the conviction that "silence is synonymous
with psychic peace" (B12). He holds that beyond the visual a building's impact derives also
from its sounds and the feelings materials used by the architect impart to the dweller.
Zumthor' s thermal baths in Vals, Canton Graubtinden, his museum for Roman ruins, and his
chapel in Sumvitg have become icons of a unique architectural vision that is inspired by
simplicity, a feel for unique materials, and a spiritual integration of a building into its given
surroundings.
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Lewis B. Rohrbach, ed., Men of Bern: The 1798 Biirgerverzeichnisse of Canton Bern,
Switzerland. 3 vols. Rockport, ME: Picton Press, 1999. Pp. 1,704. $295.00.
These lists, published for the first time, contain entries for all men between the age of

20 and 70 living in the Canton Bern in 1798 and were made in the context of Napoleon's
imposition of a new constitution on Switzerland. Entries "include, as a minimum, the men's

ages, occupations, place of hereditary heimat, and place of physical residence" (New
Publications Summer 1999 Catalog, p.5). These Bern lists will be followed by volumes
covering the surviving lists from other cantons of Switzerland. As with so many publications,
under the leadership of L. B. Rohrbach Picton Press has again made difficult to access
materials of inestimable value available to researchers.
Maralyn A. Wellauer, "Swiss Genealogy," Family Chronicle 3:3 (January/February 1999): 921.
The noted expert in genealogy and editor of The Swiss Connection, an indispensable tool for
people exploring their Swiss ancestry, offers a concise and up-to-date introduction for those
starting out or those in need of an up-dating as to available resources. The richly illustrated
article deals with issues such as Swiss names, right of citizenship (which in Switzerland resides
in a given commune, i.e. a Gemeinde), civil registration, parish registers (Kirchenbiicher),
censuses, and emigration lists. Inserts like "Sources Helpful in Locating Swiss Communes",
up-to-date addresses of Cantonal archives, and "Suggested Reading" enrich this valuable
introductory guid~.
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